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INTRODUCTION
When I completed last year's review, noting that it was my nineteenth such report, I quietly
th
had the hope that I would be able to mark my 20 anniversary with something quite significant
to report on. Little did I know…
I do not think there has been a more revolutionary and significant year in all of the 20 years
for which I have been compiling this annual review. Things have changed in the last year.
Further, new issues have emerged, along with much needed clarification on some important
aspects of patent law and practice.
What is more, there is a lot more to come with a very significant Supreme Court hearing listed
for February. These are certainly interesting times in the world of patents.
I will be adopting my usual format, dealing first with infringement and construction issues,
moving to damages, remedies and costs, then the various grounds of invalidity, and finally
technical matters and procedure.
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INFRINGEMENT
In previous years I have subdivided this section between "construction" and "infringement". It
turns out I was right to do so, but probably not entirely for the right reasons. This year,
instead of that subdivision, I am going to give over an entire section to what is probably the
most significant patent decision for a decade, and certainly the most controversial. There
really is no other place to start.
(a)

Actavis v Lilly and following cases
Actavis sought a declaration of non-infringement from the English Patents Court
regarding European patent number EP 1,313,508. Unusually, the declaratory relief
sought was to cover not just the UK designation of the patent, but the French, Italian,
Spanish and German designations too.
Following an early procedural spat, the Court of Appeal ruled that Eli Lilly had, in the
course of correspondence, consented to service and thereby consented to the
jurisdiction of the court over the claim. Lilly brought proceedings in Germany for
threatened infringement of the German designation of the patent, where Actavis'
jurisdictional challenge was unsuccessful. The dispute proceeded in Germany and
Actavis discontinued the part of its claim in the English proceedings which concerned
the German designation.
Actavis' proposed products involved pemetrexed compounds being used together
with vitamin B12 for cancer treatment. However, rather than the "pemetrexed
disodium" specified in the patent claims, the active ingredient in those products ("the
Actavis products") was (a) pemetrexed diacid, (b) "pemetrexed ditromethamine" or (c)
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"pemetrexed dipotassium". Actavis admitted that like Eli Lilly's pemetrexed medicine,
the proposed products would be reconstituted and diluted in saline solution (a source
of sodium cations) before administration.
On 15 May 2014, Arnold J ruled that Actavis' proposed products did not infringe the
patent either directly or indirectly. The Court of Appeal confirmed his conclusion in
respect of direct infringement but overturned the judge's conclusion in respect of
indirect infringement. Lilly appealed to the Supreme Court on the direct infringement
issue; Actavis cross appealed on indirect infringement.
That is a fairly innocuous sounding backdrop for what followed. A few items had been
batted around between the High Court and the Court of Appeal. Arnold J appeared to
have nudged the door open for consideration of the file wrapper as an occasional aid
to construction, but the Court of Appeal slammed that particular door shut.
By the time the case reached the Supreme Court, the key issue – the only one which
could really change the outcome – was whether a patent could be infringed by an
equivalent product or process, even if it did not strictly fall within the scope of the
claims as written in the patent.
Background
Let us just step back and put this in some context. The notion of infringement by
equivalents is not new. It has been established law in the USA and in Germany for
many years. One of our founding cases on the doctrine of purposive construction,
1
Improver v Remington , was a graphic illustration of the contrasting approaches. In
the UK, a slotted rubber tube was found not to infringe patent claims which
specifically used the words 'helical spring'. Purposive construction could not reach
that far. The German Courts reached the opposite conclusion. For them, the slotted
rubber tube achieved the same ends by means sufficiently similar to amount to
infringement. The key issue was the inventive concept.
Shortly after I embarked on these annual reviews, the issue of equivalents as against
purposive construction raised its head. I do not propose to dwell on the history here
to a great extent (I have already done that in my article "Actavis v Lilly – Should We
Have Seen It Coming?"). Suffice to say there was some interesting judicial bi-play
between a faction, led by Laddie J, which appeared to favour an open mind on the
question, and an opposing faction, led by Aldous LJ, which rejected the whole notion.
The "Aldous faction" won the day with the definitive House of Lords judgment by Lord
2
Hoffmann in Kirin-Amgen . In a wide-ranging judgment which set out a clear guide to
patent construction, Lord Hoffmann said ([41]):
"There is often discussion about whether we have a European
doctrine of equivalents and, if not, whether we should. It seems to
1

Improver Corpn v Remington Consumer Products Ltd [1990] FSR 181
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Kirin-Amgen Inc & Ors v Hoechst Marion Roussel Limited & Ors [2004] UKHL 46
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me that both the doctrine of equivalents in the United States and the
pith and marrow doctrine in the United Kingdom were born of despair.
The courts felt unable to escape from interpretations which
"unsparing logic" appeared to require and which prevented them from
according the patentee the full extent of the monopoly which the
person skilled in the art would reasonably have thought he was
claiming."
He went on to elaborate further saying ([42]-[43]):
"If literalism stands in the way of construing patent claims so as to
give fair protection to the patentee, there are two things that you can
do. One is to adhere to literalism in construing the claims and evolve
a doctrine which supplements the claims by extending protection to
equivalents. That is what the Americans have done. The other is to
abandon literalism. That is what the House of Lords did in the Catnic
case… The solution, said Lord Diplock, was to adopt a principle of
construction which actually gave effect to what the person skilled in
the art would have understood the patentee to be claiming."
In making that very definitive judgment, Lord Hoffmann brushed aside two particular
issues. One was the then pending alteration to the Protocol on the Interpretation of
Article 69 of the European Patent Convention, which added, as article 2, the words:
"For the purpose of determining the extent of protection conferred by
a European patent, due account shall be taken of any element which
is equivalent to an element specified in the claims."
This had been recognised by the UK delegation to the diplomatic conference, which
met in 2000 to discuss the amendment, as "a radical change to the legal position in
the United Kingdom". However, in a special edition of the Official Journal in 2003, it
was stated that the amendment was "purely clarificatory and editorial" because
"patent practice in all the contracting states has long accepted that equivalents should
be taken into account in determining the extent of protection". Lord Hoffmann went
along with the view that the amendment changed nothing.
The second issue swept aside by Lord Hoffmann was the strongly reasoned judgment
3
at first instance in the Kirin-Amgen case, by the then Mr Justice Neuberger . The
heart of his judgment is expressed in the following passage, in which he cast heretical
doubt on the general applicability of the use of the "Improver Questions" (by then
known as the "Protocol Questions"), saying ([615]):
"It may be that the way in which these questions were expressed
would seem to be a little narrow to those who practice in jurisdictions
where there is a sharp demarcation between construction and
infringement (for instance in Germany, where those issues are tried
separately, indeed by different Courts). In a sense, by tying oneself
3

Kirin-Amgen Inc v Roche Diagnostics GmbH [2001] EWHC 518
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down to construction, it might be said that one was concentrating
more on form than on substance. I suspect that, free from the binding
constituents of Catnic [1982] RPC 183, the questions might not have
been expressed in terms of construction. After all, the claim in
Improver [1990] FSR 183 referred to a "helical spring": as a matter of
language, that could scarcely include a "rubber rod", as Hoffmann J
recognised. Yet Catnic … enabled him to conclude that a rubber rod
could be within the claim. It may be that, shorn of authority, the
question should be characterised as whether the rubber rod infringed
the claim bearing in mind the technical contribution of the patent and
not merely the words of the claim".
He went on to say in the next passage ([616]):
"While, particularly at first instance, it would be brave or worse to
depart from the three questions, I do not find it entirely easy to accept
that it can be right that, where there is no infringement on a literal
construction, the Court is in every case to be forced into the
straitjacket of answering the three specific questions in order to
decide issues of construction or even issues of infringement".
If I may allow myself a moment of smugness here, I reported that decision, back in
2001, and whilst noting that it was likely to be overturned (as indeed it was) I said:
"Sooner or later the current Patents Court judges will start working
their way through the ranks of the appellate courts and when they do,
I do not think that we should assume that Improver is sacrosanct
beyond review".
Lord Neuberger's judgment in Actavis v Lilly
4

Turning now to the judgment of Lord Neuberger sixteen years later in Actavis v Lilly ,
his Lordship stripped the matter back to first principles. He acknowledged the
importance of the Protocol, as amended, saying ([54]):
"… a problem of infringement is best approached by addressing two
issues, each of which is to be considered through the eyes of the
notional addressee of the patent in suit, i.e. the person skilled in the
relevant art. Those issues are: (i) does the variant infringe any of the
claims as a matter of normal interpretation; and, if not, (ii) does the
variant nonetheless infringe because it varies from the invention in a
way or ways which is or are immaterial? If the answer to either issue
is "yes", there is an infringement; otherwise, there is not."
In saying this, Lord Neuberger clarifies a point which has been the source of much
confusion since Catnic itself. His view is that infringement and construction are not
the same issue. Yes, you construe a patent as a first step to considering whether it is
4

Actavis UK Limited & Ors v Eli Lilly and Company & Ors [2017] UKSC 48
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infringed, but that is not the final answer. The first step self-evidently raises questions
of interpretation. The second raises questions best answered by reference to facts
and expert evidence.
Lord Neuberger's approach, which is now the law, can perhaps best be summed up
like this, in terms of the two questions he asks.
Lord Neuberger explained that the first question, of whether the variant infringes any
of the claims as a matter of normal interpretation, requires the application of the
normal principles of interpreting documents.
The second question poses more difficulties of principle: what is it that makes a
variation "immaterial"? In this context, Lord Neuberger considered that the three
questions formulated by Hoffmann J (as he then was) in Improver, provide helpful
assistance but needed some reformulation. He proceeded to undertake the
reformulation, saying that the reformulated questions remain only guidelines, not strict
rules, and that they may also sometimes have to be adapted to apply more aptly to
the specific facts of a particular case. The new form of the questions is as follows:
(1)

Notwithstanding that it is not within the literal meaning of the relevant claim(s)
of the patent, does the variant achieve substantially the same result in
substantially the same way as the invention, i.e. the inventive concept
revealed by the patent?

(2)

Would it be obvious to the person skilled in the art, reading the patent at the
priority date, but knowing that the variant achieves substantially the same
result as the invention, that it does so in substantially the same way as the
invention?

(3)

Would such a reader of the patent have concluded that the patentee
nonetheless intended that strict compliance with the literal meaning of the
relevant claim(s) of the patent was an essential requirement of the invention?

These are the questions proffered by Lord Neuberger to assist in the second part of
the test which he now establishes as the appropriate way to consider the question of
patent infringement.
What is now far from clear is the position in relation to the first half of Lord
Neuberger's test, this being whether the variant infringes any of the claims as a
matter of normal interpretation. He did not make it clear whether, in his view, that
process should continue to deploy purposive construction, as set out in the previous
Catnic, Improver and Kirin-Amgen decisions, or whether a more literal basis of
document interpretation should be used. He referred to the Supreme Court decision
5
in Wood v Capita Insurance Services , as a guide to document construction, but
made no reference to the historical patent construction case law.

5

Wood v Capita Insurance Services Ltd [2017] 2 WLR 1095
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The effect of this is that the old "Protocol Questions" are first lifted out of the context
of patent construction, then re-written and slotted back into the test for infringement
pursuant to the new doctrine of equivalents as a means of assisting the assessment
of what it is that makes a variation "immaterial".
Whether the old version of the questions, or even the new ones, still has a role in the
first step – the assessment of infringement on the basis of "normal interpretation" is
not clear. We will return to that point later.
Applying this new approach to the case in hand, Lord Neuberger said ([58]):
"In the present case, there is no doubt that, according to normal
principles of interpreting documents, the Actavis products do not
infringe the patent, as in no sensible way can pemetrexed-free acid,
pemetrexed ditromethamine, or pemetrexed dipotassium mean, i.e.
be said to fall within the expression, "pemetrexed disodium" in claim
one of the Patent, any more than a slotted rubber rod can be said to
be within the expression "a helical metal spring" in the claim in the
Improver patent. According to normal principles of interpreting
documents, then, this would be the end of the matter."
However, under the new approach, that was not "the end of the matter". Lord
Neuberger considered the question of "immaterial variants" in the light of his
reformulated three questions and concluded ([68]):
"In my view, application in the present case of the three questions just
identified results in the conclusion that the Actavis products infringe.
So far as the first question is concerned, there can be no doubt but
that those products work in the same way as the invention: they all
ultimately involve a medicament containing the pemetrexed anion and
vitamin B12. Thus, they achieve substantially the same result in
substantially the same way as the invention. Indeed, as in the Court
of Appeal, Actavis realistically accept that the first question is to be
answered yes".
In relation to the second question, he concluded that the notional addressee of the
patent would appreciate that each of the Actavis products would work in precisely the
same way as pemetrexed disodium when included in a medicament with vitamin B12.
When it comes to different versions of pemetrexed medicaments, it is clear that the
use of a free acid, and of ditromethamine and of dipotassium salts, was in each case
well established as at the priority date.
Turning to the third question, he said ([70]):
"… the Court of Appeal considered that the notional addressee
"would understand that the patent was clearly limited to the disodium
salt, and did not extend to the diacid, or the dipotassium or
ditromethamine salts". They based this conclusion on the fact that the
specification of the Patent contains a number of passages which refer
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to "anti-folates" and the like and other passages … which refer to
pemextred disodium, which is "a highly specific chemical compound",
and the fact that the claim is limited to pemetrexed disodium would
therefore lead the notional addressee to conclude that the claim is
indeed intended to be so limited."
Taking all that in mind, he reached the following conclusion ([71]):
"In my opinion, the Court of Appeal adopted an approach which
places too much weight on the words of the claim and not enough
weight on article 2 of the Protocol (and is it only right to add that, in
doing so, they were, like Arnold J at first instance, following Lord
Hoffmann's guidance in Kirin-Amgen). Thus, when considering the
third test, Floyd LJ made a point at paragraph 72(ii) of his judgment
that "there is no obvious leeway as a matter of language for giving it a
broad as opposed to a narrow construction". That seems to me to
demonstrate the risk of treating the issue raised by the third question
as being one of normal interpretation. (Another way of looking at the
point is, in the language of Sir Hugh Laddie, that it involves wrongly
conflating the issue of interpretation with the issue of scope of
protection). As already explained, if it was a decisive point it would
make a nonsense of asking the three questions: if one cannot depart
from the language of the claim when considering those questions,
what is the point of the questions in the first place?"
Lord Neuberger's last word on the key issues was as follows ([74]):
"Looking at matters more broadly, the addressee of the Patent would,
as I see it, understand that the reason why the claims were limited to
the disodium salt was because that was the only pemetrexed salt on
which the experiments described in the specification had been carried
out. However, it does not follow that the patentee did not intend any
other pemetrexed salts to infringe: the suggestion confuses the
disclosure of the specification of a patent with the scope of protection
afforded by its claims. Particularly given the facts set out in
paragraph 25 above, it seems to me very unlikely that the notional
addressee would have concluded that the patentee could have
intended to exclude any pemetrexed salts other than pemetrexed
disodium, or indeed pemetrexed free acid, from the scope of
protection."
Accordingly, he concluded that, subject to considering the prosecution history, the
Actavis products infringed claim 1 of the Patent.
The issue of the prosecution history raised its head at first instance. The question
was whether the use or consideration of the prosecution history, to assist in the
process of construction, was allowable.
It is worth considering the history of the issue in this case in a little detail.
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The original purpose-limited claims were in general form, referring to the use of a
methylmalonic acid in association with an anti-folate.
The European Patent Office's examiner raised objections regarding disclosure and
clarity based on the fact that the use of general language disclosed too many possible
combinations of compounds. He said that the application provided support for only a
limited number of such compounds. The response from Lilly was a new set of claims
limited to:
"Use of pemetrexed in the manufacture of a medicament for use in
combination therapy for inhibiting tumour growth in mammals wherein
said medicament is to be administered in combination with vitamin
B12 or a pharmaceutical derivative thereof".
Lilly's patent attorney said that this was done in order to expedite the application
proceeding to grant and was without prejudice to wider protection being sought in
future divisional applications.
The examiner maintained his objection saying that "pemetrexed" was only disclosed
in the patent once, and then in conjunction with Lilly's reference number for
pemetrexed disodium. Lilly responded with another set of claims, this time limited to
pemetrexed disodium as the anti-folate drug. The claims were accepted in this form.
Actavis contended that classical file wrapper estoppel should apply and that the
patent should be interpreted as being limited to pemetrexed disodium in the sense
that any use of another pemetrexed compound could not infringe.
This raised two questions. Is it permissible to have recourse to the prosecution
history at all, and if so, what would the effect be in this case?
Reviewing the law in other European jurisdictions, Lord Neuberger concluded, as
regards the first question ([[87]-[88]):
"In my judgment it is appropriate for the UK courts to adopt a
sceptical, but not absolutist, attitude to a suggestion that the contents
of the prosecution file of a patent should be referred to when
considering a question of interpretation or infringement, along
substantially the same lines as the German and Dutch Courts. It is
tempting to exclude the file on the basis that anyone concerned
about, or affected by, a patent should be entitled to rely on its
contents without searching other records such as the prosecution file,
as a matter of both principle and practicality. However, given that the
contents of the file are publicly available and (at least according to
what we were told) are unlikely to be extensive, there will be
occasions when justice may fairly be said to require reference to be
made to the contents of the file. However, not least in the light of the
wording of article 69 EPC 2000,… the circumstances in which a court
can rely on the prosecution history to determine the extent of
protection or scope of a patent must be limited.
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While it would be arrogant to exclude the existence of any other
circumstances, my current view is that reference to the file would only
be appropriate where (i) the point at issue is truly unclear if one
confines oneself to the specification and claims of the patent, and the
contents of the file unambiguously resolve the point, or (ii) it would be
contrary to the public interest for the contents of the file to be ignored.
The first type of circumstance is, I hope, self-explanatory; the second
would be exemplified by a case where the patentee had made it clear
to the EPO that he was not seeking to contend that his patent, if
granted, would extend its scope to the sort of variant which he now
claims infringes."
Where this gets really interesting is in the answer to the second question. Far from
deploying what we all understand by file wrapper estoppel, which might have led to
the limitation of the scope of protection to pemetrexed disodium, Lord Neuberger
suggested that the examiner had actually got it wrong, and the limitation adopted by
Lilly was unnecessary.
He said that it did not matter as, in any event, the whole point of the doctrine of
equivalents is that ([89]):
"…it entitles a patentee to contend that the scope of protection
afforded by the patent extends beyond the ambit of its claims as
construed according to normal principles of interpretation."
The "correction" of the examiner was clearly only obiter, but nonetheless it raises
some interesting points.
Accordingly, Lord Neuberger concluded that the Actavis products would directly
infringe the UK designation of EP '508.
The Supreme Court also confirmed the Court of Appeal's decision that the Actavis
products would indirectly infringe the UK designation.
Where does all this leave us? Now we have a doctrine of equivalents – that much is
clear. I believe that I am in a minority in thinking that is exactly right. The
infringement of a patent should, in the end, relate not solely to the words on the page
– we all know what fickle servants words can be – but rather to the inventive concept.
In my view, it is also right that, in some circumstances, reference should be made to
the file or "prosecution history". That also recognises the inevitable ambiguity of
words, and the need constantly to place them in their context.
It does, of course, leave a multitude of questions unanswered, and the courts have
already set about the task of finding the full meaning of Lord Neuberger's judgment –
his last substantial IP judgment as it turns out.
There have been five substantive judgments written in the light of Actavis – three at
first instance and two in the Court of Appeal.
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(i)

Generics v Yeda
6

In Generics v Yeda , Arnold J took a look at the implications of Actavis v Lilly.
On the interpretation of a claim for validity purposes, Arnold J appears to suggest that
Kirin-Amgen purposive construction continues to apply. However, the reasoning is
somewhat muddled. Neither party nor the judge appears to have considered whether
"normal interpretation" according to English principles of English contractual law is
"purposive" or whether "literal meaning" means "contextual literal meaning" rather
than "acontextual meaning". Some of the claimant's submissions described and
accepted by the judge would appear to conflict with Lord Neuberger's concerns about
conflation. It may be that "normal interpretation" is a type of "purposive construction"
(i.e. that which aligns with principles of English contractual law) but whether such a
purposive construction is Catnic purposive construction and so can include
consideration of the original Improver questions is another matter.
Arnold J goes on to confront one of the key issues saying ([161]):
"Another question which arises in the light of the Supreme Court's
decision is what effect, if any, this has on the law of novelty. This
issue is not addressed in the judgment of Lord Neuberger, and he
makes no reference to Synthon v SKB. It will require another
decision of the Supreme Court to supply a definitive answer to the
question. Given the conclusion I have come to with respect to
obviousness, however, I do not propose to consider the matter at
length."
It has been taken as read by patent practitioners for many years, that the law was that
a claim lacked novelty if the prior publication disclosed subject matter which, if
performed, would necessarily infringe the claim. In the Generics v Yeda case,
counsel for the Defendant submitted that that was no longer the law. Rather, the
claim would only lack novelty if the prior publication disclosed subject matter which fell
within the claim on its proper interpretation. It was not sufficient that the subject
matter would infringe the claim applying the doctrine of equivalents.
Arnold J had already found the patent in suit to be invalid for obviousness, but felt that
he had to address the question of novelty in case the case went further on appeal.
He said that he broadly agreed with counsel for the defendants, that it would not be
sufficient that the subject matter would infringe the claim applying the doctrine of
equivalents. However, in order to ensure completeness in his judgment, he went
ahead and looked at the question of novelty over a particular item of prior art and
concluded that, if it is legally possible for a claim to be deprived of novelty by virtue of
the doctrine of equivalents, then claim 1 did indeed lack novelty over the prior art in
question. The point clearly remains "at large".

6

Generics (U.K.) Limited & Anr v Yeda Research and Development Company Limited & Anr [2017] EWHC 2629
(Pat) (26 October 2017) Arnold J
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(ii)

Actavis v ICOS

The Court of Appeal had the opportunity to consider Lord Neuberger's judgment in
7
Actavis v ICOS (1 November 2017) . This was an appeal from the judgment of
Birss J at first instance in the case involving the drug tadalafil, marketed by Eli Lilly as
CIALIS for the treatment of erectile dysfunction – a case which has disappointingly
turned out to be far less amusing than one might have hoped.
Claim 1 of the patent in suit sought to protect a dosage regimen in the following
terms:
"A pharmaceutical unit dosage composition comprising 1 to 5mg of a
compound having [a particular structural formula] said unit dosage
form suitable for oral administration up to a maximum total dose of 5
mg per day."
That was the wording that fell to be construed, and, reviewing the judge's findings in
the Court of Appeal, Kitchin LJ said ([44]):
"There was no issue between the parties as to the correct approach
to the construction of the claims in issue. The question is what the
person skilled in the art would have understood the patentee to be
using the language of the claims to mean. Nothing in the recent
decision of the Supreme Court in Actavis v Eli Lilly affects the
application of this approach in the context of this case."
This was not a dismissal of the Supreme Court's judgment, which is after all fully
binding on the Court of Appeal, but rather a recognition that in the context of validity,
the correct approach to construction was not addressed by the Supreme Court.
(iii)

Fisher & Paykel v ResMed

Richard Meade QC, sitting as a deputy judge, took the opportunity to consider the
8
implications of the Actavis decision in Fisher & Paykel v ResMed . The patent in
suit in this case was a mask system designed to assist sleeping in the case of people
suffering from sleep apnoea.
Considering the question of claim construction, the judge said ([75]):
"Since the decision of the Supreme Court in Actavis v Eli Lilly, it may
be preferable to refer to "claim scope" rather than to "claim
construction", to indicate that (at least for the purposes of deciding
whether a claim extends to equivalents in relation to infringement) it is
no longer permissible to use the one-stage purposive construction
7

Actavis Group PTC EHF & Anr v ICOS Corporation & Anr [2017] EWCA Civ 1671 (1 November 2017) Lewison,
Kitchin & Floyd LLJ
8

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Limited & Anr v ResMed Limited & Anr [2017] EWHC 2748 (Ch) (10 November
2017) Mr Richard Meade QC
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familiar from Kirin-Amgen. That is not to say that the exercise does
not involve interpreting words, of course".
He went on to say ([77]-[80]):
"The overall exercise for the Court is, therefore, first to determine
what the "literal" (also referred to by the Supreme Court as the
"normal") meaning is, and only move on to the three questions if the
variant is not within it… In the end, and especially in the light of the
decision of Arnold J in Generics v Yeda, I do not think it would have
made any difference if I had applied Kirin-Amgen, but I remain of the
view that it was appropriate to consider and apply Actavis, which is
now the law. I also think it is not a legitimate approach simply to
consider what would happen under Kirin-Amgen and then ask if and
how Actavis changes the position."
In this respect he is clearly right. Nothing in Lord Neuberger's judgment indicates that
the proper approach would be to go through the full Catnic/Improver/Kirin-Amgen
approach, and only to move on to equivalents if infringement cannot be found on that
basis. He sets out an entirely new regime, and Richard Meade QC is quick to
acknowledge that.
Richard Meade QC drew support for that position from the judgment of Arnold J in
Generics v Yeda where he appeared to say that, prior to considering equivalents, the
court must apply purposive and not literal construction, and that as a matter of law,
there cannot be anticipation by equivalents.
The deputy judge noted that both these points are arguable and likely to be
considered by the Court of Appeal, and indeed possibly the Supreme Court in due
course. He went on to apply his own gloss saying ([86]):
"I consider that at all stages in the Actavis approach (including
determination of the normal meaning) the Court should have regard
to what the invention is. Actavis makes clear that this determination
is not limited to what is in the claims and may involve consideration of
broader teaching in the specification where the patentee asserts what
has been accomplished. This may not be an easy exercise (and it
was often difficult under Improver), but in the present case I have to
determine the invention largely from the claims for purely practical
reasons, because the specification includes little or nothing of
significance beyond a large number of consistory clauses and the
preferred embodiments. In identifying the invention I think I should
pay attention to the two part form of the claim, and assume that the
invention relates importantly but not exclusively to the characterising
part of the claim."
What we may be seeing here is something which will happen a lot in years to come.
This is judges reaching out to identify the inventive concept – to try to encapsulate the
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nature of the invention in straightforward terms. This may be one of the major results
of the Actavis decision.
So far, the judges seem to suggest that Lord Neuberger's reference to "literal
meaning" is to a strict, literal or acontextual meaning.
They also seem to suggest that "normal interpretation" is broadly the same as
"purposive construction" as per Kirin-Amgen and the previous cases.
No judge has yet raised the possibility that "normal interpretation" and "literal
meaning" are the same thing, both being a contextual, literal meaning. Nor have they
acknowledged that Kirin-Amgen purposive construction permits consideration of the
Improver questions when interpreting the scope of the claim and that this is in fact
expressly ruled out by Lord Neuberger in Actavis v Lilly.
This could all be resolved by concluding that (i) a claim should be construed for
validity purposes by adopting a contextual literal approach which is, essentially,
purposive construction but without the questions, and (ii) that this is the same as
"normal interpretation" i.e. the first stage of the infringement test.
Such an approach can be reconciled with Lord Neuberger's reasoning in Actavis v Eli
Lilly as the comments of Arnold J, Kitchin LJ, and deputy judge Richard Meade QC
make clear.
(iv)

Illumina v Premaitha

Following in the spirit of Arnold J, Henry Carr J delivered a massive judgment in the
9
case of Illumina v Premaitha . The case involved five Illumina patents regarding
prenatal tests, and is one of those cases which addresses almost every issue in
patent law. It will be a recurring theme throughout this paper.
In relation to the Actavis v Lilly decision, Henry Carr J, set out the context in which
Lord Neuberger had evolved his judgement, and dealing first with the question of
"normal interpretation" he said ([201]):
"The use of the word 'literal' may be confusing. In Generics v Yeda,
Arnold J rejected a submission that a patent claim should be
interpreted in the same way as a commercial contract. He referred to
(amongst others) the following paragraphs in the judgment of Lord
Neuberger where he said that "a patent is to be interpreted on the
basis that it is addressed to a person or group of persons who is or
are likely to have a practical interest in the claimed invention"; where
he said that both the issues of (i) "normal interpretation" and (ii)
infringement by immaterial variants should be "considered through
the eyes of a notional addressee" of the patent; and, where he
referred to issue (ii) involving "not merely identifying what the words
of a claim would mean in their context to the notional addressee".
9
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Arnold J held that normal interpretation involves interpreting the
words in context and the context must include "the very purpose for
which the document exists, namely to describe and claim an
invention".
Henry Carr J went on to say ([202]):
"I agree with Arnold J. The Protocol on the interpretation of Article 69
precludes a strict, literal interpretation, where the description and
drawings are used only to resolve an ambiguity in the claims. This
applies generally to interpretation of claims and is not confined to
consideration of equivalents. Normal interpretation means
purposive interpretation." [emphasis added]
Dealing specifically with the doctrine of equivalents, Henry Carr J said ([214]):
"Consideration of the first question, and in particular 'how the
invention works' requires the court to focus on the inventive concept
of the patent;… The second question applies to variants which rely on
or are based upon developments which have occurred since the
priority date. Whether the variant represents an inventive step over
the patent is not determinative of non-infringement, but is a relevant
factor and may render it less likely that the patentee will succeed.
The fact that the claim cannot on any sensible interpretation cover the
variant is not enough to justify holding that the patentee does not
satisfy the third question. In answering the third question, it is
material to ask whether the component at issue (or more generally
the claim feature at issue) is an essential part of the invention."
(v)

Saab Seaeye v Atlas Elektronic

The fifth and final decision since Actavis was a decision of the Court of Appeal in
10
Saab Seaeye v Atlas Elektronik . The issue in this case was the construction of
the claim language to an "impact initiated attachment device" comprising a "trigger
mechanism for triggering activation of the drive mechanism comprising a trigger
extending from the front face of the housing". After considering the dictionary
definitions of "trigger" and "mechanism", the judge had concluded that the claim was
limited to a mechanical trigger mechanism.
Floyd LJ considered the well-known eleven point test which evolved from Kirin11
Amgen, and reached its final form in the case of Virgin Atlantic v Premium Aircraft .
One of those eleven points (point (ix)) says "it further follows that there is no general
doctrine of equivalents".

10
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Following Actavis v Lilly, Floyd LJ commented on this point as follows ([19]):
"Sub-paragraph (ix) must now be read in the light of the Supreme
Court's judgment in Actavis v Lilly, which explains that, at least when
considering the scope of protection, there is now a second question,
to be asked after the patent claim has been interpreted, which is
designed to take account of equivalents. There was some reference
in the written arguments to the impact of that decision on the present
case. In the end, however, [counsel for Saab] disclaimed any
reliance on any doctrine of equivalents for the purposes of supporting
an expansive scope of claim in the context of invalidity. That issue
will therefore have to await a case in which we are called upon to
decide it."
I take a couple of points from that passage in Floyd LJ's judgment. The first is that
the question of a "validity gap" will have to wait for another day. The judges have
dabbled with the idea, but nothing definitive has yet been stated. There will
undoubtedly be opportunities in the months ahead.
The second point is the interesting approach adopted by the Court of Appeal. Floyd
LJ starts from the eleven points arising from the Virgin case. He then talks about how
point (ix) has to be reconsidered in the light of Actavis v Lilly. I believe that this is
going to prove to be the wrong approach. It is something like the approach which
deputy judge Richard Meade QC identified in his judgment in the Fisher & Paykel
case as being wrong, this being to adopt all the previous practices, and then bolt on
reference to equivalents at the end. That is precisely not what Lord Neuberger
intends. The very fact that he has uplifted the protocol questions from their original
context and put them down, rewritten, in the context of analysis of immaterial variants,
indicates that the rules of the game have changed. It is no longer appropriate to go
through exactly the same procedure. It may be that there will be some reluctance to
embrace wholesale change, and that the Court of Appeal in particular will cling, for as
long as possible, to as much of the old regime as it can. However, they are going to
have to learn to live with the fact that the world has changed.
I should say here that there were quite a few decisions on the question of patent
construction in 2017 before the Actavis v Lilly judgment was handed down. I have
chosen to ignore them entirely. They all start from Kirin-Amgen and as such they are
all wrong at law. The Supreme Court decision overrules each and every one of them.
In the next few weeks, the Warner-Lambert case will be heard by the Supreme Court.
The issues in that case concern validity, and include in that context the correct
12
approach to the construction of patent claims. This presents the Supreme Court with
an opportunity to address the areas of uncertainty flagged in the Autumn 2017
judgments discussed above. Hopefully, by Easter 2018, the question of the proper
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interpretation of patent claims for the purposes of assessing validity, and of whether
there is now a validity gap in patent law in the UK, will be rather more settled.
(b)

Remedies
Arrow/Fujifilm relief
In this section last year the highlight was the ongoing case of FKB v Abbvie. I ran
through the long saga of the interlocutory stages in the procedure, concluding that the
Court of Appeal considered that there was a realistic prospect that a trial judge would
grant the declarations sought in relation to all applications. On that basis, all the
strike out applications failed and, pretty much at the same time as I was delivering my
presentation, the case was being heard as a full trial before Henry Carr J.
To recap, FKB initially sought the revocation of two AbbVie patents relating to the
antibody sold under the brand name Humira. FKB also sought a declaration that it
was obvious at the relevant priority date to treat the various indications by a 40 mg
dosage regime. This would create a squeeze between infringement and validity, such
that an action for infringement could not succeed in the United Kingdom, whether it
was based on an existing patent or a later granted divisional.
AbbVie applied to strike out the claim for declaratory relief on the basis that the court
did not have jurisdiction to make the order sought.
FKB sought to narrow its declaration somewhat and to plead facts which had
occurred subsequent to the commencement of proceedings: six days after the claim
form was issued, Abbvie wrote to the EPO stating that it no longer approved the text
of one of the granted patents which was in a late stage of opposition proceedings.
FKB contended that the purpose of AbbVie abandoning the patent was to avoid
adjudication on its patentability by the UK court and the opposition division while
seeking to ensure that the subject matter of the alleged invention was maintained by a
still pending divisional application, such that it would be many years before the EPO
would be in a position to adjudicate finally on the patentability of the subject matter of
any granted patent resulting. FKB relied upon these allegations to demonstrate why
the granting of the declaration which it now sought would serve a useful purpose, by
achieving commercial certainty in respect of its own product by the date of its
13
intended launch in the summer of 2018. In the Court of Appeal's interim judgment
Lord Justice Floyd identified what he described as "AbbVie's real complaint" in the
following terms ([84]):
"…by asserting that the dosing regime is old or obvious, [the
declarations] are making it clear that a future patent claim to the
regimen would be invalid. Accordingly, if AbbVie were to obtain the
grant of claims in that form, the resulting patent would have been preemptively adjudged invalid. There is therefore, implicit in the Arrow
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declaration, an inter partes declaration of invalidity of a putative
patent, not yet granted, having those claims."
Some of the final words from the Court of Appeal at the interim stage were ([86]):
"In our judgement there is nothing in the scheme of the EPC and the
Act to prevent such declarations in cases where there is a real
justification for their grant. It is necessary to examine quite carefully
the ways in which it is suggested that the grant of such a declaration
would conflict with that scheme."
So the case duly proceeded to full trial, and to a first instance judgment published on
14
3 March 2017 . Henry Carr J heard voluminous evidence on the patenting
procedure, the various divisionals granted, abandonment of claims and indeed
patents along the way, and the need, or otherwise, for a declaration in the form
sought. On the legal principles, the judge noted that the approach to the grant of
declarations is pragmatic, and a matter of discretion rather than jurisdiction. A
negative declaration should be rejected where it would serve no useful purpose.
Negative declarations are unusual and caution should be exercised when extending
the circumstances in which they are granted. On the other hand, where a negative
declaration would help to ensure that the aims of justice were achieved, "the Courts
should not be reluctant to grant such declarations. They can and do assist in
15
achieving justice" (Messier–Dowty Ltd v Sabena ).
Henry Carr J said that when considering whether to grant a declaration, the Court
should take into account ([366]):
"…justice to the claimant, justice to the defendant, whether the
declaration would serve a useful purpose and whether there are any
other special reasons why or why not the court should grant the
declaration."
On considering all the evidence, the judge concluded ([414]):
"…the grant of the declarations will achieve one or more useful
purposes. There has been a contested trial in which AbbVie has
sought to resist the relief claimed and in which the Claimants have
succeeded. In those circumstances, it is just to the Claimants to
grant such declarations.
For the same reasons, there is no injustice to AbbVie in granting the
declarations. Having concluded that the dosage regimens of the
Claimants' products were anticipated or obvious at the priority dates,

14
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and that the declarations will serve a useful purpose, I do not
consider that the grant of this relief can be resisted."
The judge took the view that on the "most unusual" facts of this case, there were
special reasons supporting the grant of the declarations. These included: AbbVie's
conduct in threatening infringement whilst abandoning proceedings at the last
moment (in order to shield its patent portfolio from scrutiny); the amount of money at
stake for the Claimants in terms of investment in clinical trials and potential damages
if they launch at risk; and the need for commercial certainty, having regard to Abbvie's
threats to sue for infringement throughout the world.
Having considered the prior art and instances of prior use cited by the claimants, the
judge concluded that the administration of the Claimants' proposed products by a
dosage regimen of 40 mg once every two weeks by subcutaneous injection was
obvious as of 8 June 2001, the claimed priority date of a key patent family. The judge
concluded that it was in the interest of justice to grant the declarations sought in the
unusual circumstances of the case.
It is important to emphasise the special evidence in this case. This is not an opening
of floodgates, though it does represent a very significant option for companies caught
in a cascade of endless divisionals.
16

For example, in the case of Generics v Yeda , the Patents Court took a look at the
position. The FKB v Abbvie case had settled after the substantive first instance
judgment but had reached the Court of Appeal in the interim dispute. In the Court of
Appeal, Floyd LJ had summed up the new legal position as follows ([98]):
"…we do not consider that there is any issue or principle which
prevents the granting of Arrow declarations in appropriate cases.
Drawing the threads together:
(i) A declaration that a product, process or use was old or obvious at a
particular date does not necessarily offend against Section 74 of the
Act.
(ii) Such a declaration may offend against the Act where it is a
disguised attack on the validity of a granted patent.
(iii) Such declarations do not offend against the scheme of the EPC or
the Act simply because the declaration is sought against the
background of pending divisional applications by the counter-party.
(iv) On the other hand the existence of pending applications cannot
itself be a sufficient justification for granting a declaration.

16
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(v) Whether such a declaration is justified depends on whether a
sufficient case can be made for the exercise of the court's discretion in
accordance with established principles."
Basically, in the Generics v Yeda case, Arnold J could find no evidence to support the
granting of a declaration. Yeda had filed divisionals, but this alone was not enough.
Validity had been vigorously defended in the UK. There was nothing wrong with the
patentee's public statements that it intended to enforce its patent portfolio. Since the
patent had been found invalid, the judge did not see additional benefit, in terms of
persuasive value or commercial certainty, in awarding the declaration sought.
Accordingly the declaration was refused.
General Civil Restraint Order
It is, to say the least, somewhat unusual for a General Civil Restraint Order to be
17
granted in an intellectual property case. However, in Perry v Brundle , such an
order was made against a defendant, Richard Perry, who had been a thorn in the
side of IPEC for a considerable amount of time.
In 2015, the judge awarded an Extended Civil Restraint Order against the same
individual. That order had expired.
Following further behaviour of an objectionable nature by Mr Perry, the judge
considered the options for extending the order to a General Civil Restraint Order.
Considering various authorities he concluded ([14]):
"It seems to me that the principles … in relation to an application for
an ECRO apply equally in the context of a GCRO save that I must be
further satisfied that an ECRO would not be sufficient or appropriate.
Generally this will require evidence that the party concerned is likely
to persist in the future in issuing claims or making applications which
are totally without merit concerning matters other than those involving
or relating to or touching upon or leading to the proceedings in which
the order is made."
The judge explained that Mr Perry made "no bones" about his intention to make
several claims and applications in the future. The judge referred to a letter dated 24
August 2016 which referred to an extensive list of "relief sought". The letter was said
to be one of many lengthy letters sent by Mr Perry to members of the judiciary or
Collyer Bristow (Brundle's lawyers) both before and after the grant of the ECRO. The
judge also referred to Mr Perry's submissions in the hearing before him.
He concluded that he was satisfied that there was a real risk that Mr Perry intended to
bring claims and applications in the future that were totally without merit and which
necessitated the grant of a General Civil Restraint Order, for two years, starting from
27 March 2017.

17
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Account of profits
It is similarly quite unusual to encounter cases regarding the process of assessing an
"account of profits" following the outcome of a patent dispute. This is what happened
in the last year in the case of OOO Abbott v Design & Display.
It has generally been my advice to successful parties to avoid the account of profits
process, on the basis that profits can be magically made to disappear by accountants
at the stroke of a pen. However, there are times when it is compelling to go in that
direction rather than seek conventional damages.
In this case, HHJ Hacon had one go at making an order in respect of account of
profits, which was subsequently referred to the Court of Appeal. In February 2016 the
Court of Appeal overturned his judgment, in respect of both causation and deduction
of overheads. They concluded that the judge's findings of fact had not made it
possible for the Court of Appeal to assess the profits to which the patentee was
entitled, and so the case was remitted back to IPEC.
18

In April 2017, HHJ Hacon had another go . The judge repeated large chunks of the
Court of Appeal's judgment and extracted key points to be deployed in the
assessment process. These were, essentially:
●

In an account of profits the clamant is entitled to the infringer's
profit made from the exploitation of the right infringed;

•

Where the right is a patent, the invention must be identified.
Generally speaking an invention disclosed in a patent will be that
which is set out in a claim. But generally, as one progresses
down the list of claims in a patent the matter set out in each claim
becomes successively more extensive and the scope of the
monopoly correspondingly more confined;

•

Where the invention is a product, the claimant is entitled to the
infringer's product made from the sales of articles or part articles
which precisely embody the invention;

•

Where the patent protects only part of an article sold by the
infringer, the claimant is entitled to the profit made by the infringer
from the sale of the entire article if either (a) the invention relates
to an essential feature of those goods, or (b) the goods would not
have existed had the defendant not infringed the claimant's
patent;
The two criteria are alternatives.
If either is satisfied
apportionment is not appropriate. However, HHJ Hacon said that
neither test is binary. It could be that from the point of view of
some purchasers the relevant feature is essential but from the

18
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point of view of others it is not. Similarly it is possible that if the
protected feature had not been available for use, some of the
entire goods would have come into existence, but fewer of them.
In such cases the court should make a partial apportionment: the
infringer must account for the profit on a proportion of the entire
articles;
•

Profits must also be accounted for on non-infringing but
"convoyed" goods or services. If the sales of the products
embodying the infringed patent "drove" sales of other goods, the
latter qualified as sales of convoyed goods and the profits
incurred should be added to the damages;

•

The evidential burden in relation to the profits to which a
successful claimant is entitled lie on the infringer. That includes
the issues of whether the defendant must pay to the claimant his
profits on entire articles or an apportioned part of the profits and
whether there were sales of convoyed goods for which the
defendant must account. The relevant evidence is more likely to
be in control of the infringer than the claimant.

The judge went on to apply his own criteria, before giving very particular
consideration to the question of the deduction of general overheads. In this case,
after the trial on liability, disclosure was ordered which indicated that the infringer,
Design & Display, had made a net profit of nearly £106,000. On that basis Abbott
elected for an account of profits. However, following the evidence in the account, the
profit had been transformed into a loss. The infringer now contended that no payment
at all was due. The judge said ([60]):
"While it is to be expected that detailed evidence will provide a
different figure in an account from that given in disclosure, a
transformation such as this one could be the result of negligent or
even deliberately misleading disclosure by the infringer. In an
appropriate case it would be open to the … claimant to apply to reelect for an enquiry as to damages and claim the costs thrown away.
That was not done here, so I need to consider the discrepancy no
further."
I will not go through the individual overhead costs as considered by the judge in this
case. Suffice to say, the difficulty of assessing the true position bears out my overall
view that it is only in exceptional circumstances that an account of profits should be
considered.
Damages – disclosure in an inquiry
19

In a more conventional case, Napp v Dr Reddy's , the question of case
management in an enquiry as to damages was considered by the Court. This was a
19
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case involving damages arising under a cross undertaking following the grant of a
subsequently overturned injunction. Sandoz sought damages in the order of £100
million, a sum more than the annual value of the market, notwithstanding that the
term of the injunction was approximately 6 months. It argued that in the counterfactual scenario, its additional long term profits would have been much higher than
was possible in the actual scenario created by the injunction.
Napp sought specific information before it could properly answer the claim at that
level. Birss J agreed with Napp and indicated that Sandoz should provide further
information in respect of:
•

The various claiming parties in the Sandoz group;

•

Details of numerical calculations relied upon in respect of projected growth
rates, terminal value calculations and total profits figures;

•

Percentage profit margins on each pack of relevant product. A blended profit
margin, blended across all packs and for all companies, was not adequate.
Napp was entitled to understand what profit margin Sandoz' companies were
using in order to support their claim. Confidentiality was not a reason not to
provide the information as suitable confidentiality agreements could be made
and the parties had already agreed that such should take place.

Interim injunction
20

The case of Permavent v Makin gave rise to an interesting issue. An entitlement
dispute arose in the context of a more general breakdown in relations between the
parties. The defendant was the registered proprietor of the patents in issue but
conflicting evidence in the case supported the position of both the claimant and the
defendant to claim title.
The deputy judge was asked to award an interim injunction restraining the defendant
from transferring or licensing various patents and patent applications pending the
resolution of the entitlement dispute, conditional upon royalty payments by the
claimant to the defendant if appropriate.
The deputy judge applied the traditional American Cyanamid principles, concluding
on the balance of probabilities that the relief sought should be awarded. However
this was made conditional not just on the usual cross undertaking in damages being
given but also on the making by the claimant of quarterly payments to the defendant
pursuant to a licence agreement previously reached. Although the defendant argued
that the royalty rate was too low (and the claimant's position was that it was put in
place specifically for patent box purposes) the deputy judge considered a running
payment of approximately half the mid-line royalty figure for such patents to be the
appropriate condition.
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In the context of the case, additional liberty to apply on both sides was awarded for a
relaxation of the conditions or a relaxation of the injunction, or possibly for increased
stringency of the injunction.
(c)

Evidence
Concurrent evidence
21

In Unwired Planet v Huawei (non-technical) , there were a considerable number of
expert witnesses involved. I have always had a visceral revulsion to the notion of
"hot-tubbing" – the mental image conjured up is too grotesque in most instances.
However, I think the first time such a practice was put into effect in a patent trial was
in this case. Describing the rationale Birss J said ([58]):
"During the trial I decided that it would be useful if the evidence of
[two of the experts] started with a short period of concurrent
evidence… This was in order to address certain general questions
which I would otherwise have asked to the experts during their oral
evidence. They were not points addressed to either witness in
particular and it seemed to me that the fairest way of dealing with it
was to ask them both, hence a concurrent evidence session. …It
helped me clarify my understanding of some of the economic issues
and I am grateful to both experts."
In the same way that we have seen a trend for judges to ask for factual or technical
briefing before a trial, so this practice of putting the experts together during the trial
may gain wider use as time proceeds.
Overlapping evidence
22

A specific issue regarding expert evidence arose in the case of Generics v Yeda .
Arnold J considered a particular point regarding overlapping experts.
At the case management conference, the claimants considered that it was likely to be
possible to adduce evidence from one expert, whereas the defendants considered
that it might be necessary to have three experts. Arnold J gave the parties
permission to call up to three experts each but said that he "gave the Defendants the
following warning" ([81]):
"I think it is going to be a recipe for trouble if you have different
human beings covering both the clinical aspect and the neurological
aspect. If you have read my judgments over the past couple of years
where you have multiple expert cases, you will see that time and time
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again I have commented on the difficulties that are caused by having
experts that overlap with each other. It really is not helpful."
The claimants duly relied upon evidence from one expert; the defendants from two.
There was a fair bit of duplication across the evidence given by the defendants'
experts "made manifest, rather than avoided, by the fact each expert repeatedly
stated that he agreed with passages in the other expert's reports". This was strongly
criticised ([82]-[83]):
"Inevitably this led to counsel for the Claimants having to raise on the
first day of the trial the question of which expert he was required to
cross-examine where their evidence overlapped. Despite the fact,
that, on the face of their reports, Prof Brück was the Defendants'
primary expert and Prof Zajicek was apparently only being relied
upon due to Prof Brück's lack of clinical experience of the tolerability
of GA, the Defendants elected to rely upon Prof Zajicek's evidence in
preference to that of Prof Brück where they overlapped. To this end,
the Defendants produced highlighted copies of Prof Brück's reports,
with the highlighted passages (which extended beyond those which
Prof Zajicek had previously expressly agreed with) being adopted by
Prof Zajicek and omitted from Prof Brück's evidence. In addition, the
Defendants called Prof Zajicek first, although I was informed that this
was due to problems with his availability. Having cross-examined
Prof Zajicek, counsel for the Claimants elected not to cross-examine
Prof Brück on what little was left of his report.
Although an acceptable solution was thus arrived at, it should be
clearly understood that conduct of this kind is unacceptable. Where
parties adduce evidence from more than one expert, the evidence of
the respective experts should be clearly delineated. Parties who flout
the guidance which the courts have repeatedly given can expect to be
heavily sanctioned in costs. This may extend to their legal advisors if
the circumstances warrant such an order."
That is the kind of sentence which sends shivers down all our spines. Given that so
much has changed in the context of the advent of a doctrine of equivalents, it is worth
noting every point as it arises.
Evidence of equivalence
23

In Illumina v Premaitha , Henry Carr J briefly referred to the question of evidence of
equivalence.
Having reached certain conclusions on the basis of normal interpretation, he found it
unnecessary to determine Illumina's alternative case of infringement by equivalence.
He said however ([225]):

23
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"…in case I am wrong, I will briefly summarise my view on this issue.
Had I rejected Illumina's primary case, it would have been on the
basis that the Lo 1 patent was limited to direct detection. On that
basis, I would not have been satisfied that the variant of indirect
detection achieved substantially the same result in substantially the
way as the invention, nor that this would have been obvious to the
person skilled in the art at the priority date. No evidence was directed
to this issue by Illumina, and I would have required evidence in the
circumstances of this case."
The takeaway message from that is that evidence will always be required to support a
claim for infringement by equivalence.
This point is actually quite clear from Lord Neuberger's judgment itself. He explained
that the first step in his approach (the question of infringement as a matter of "normal
interpretation") self-evidently raises a question of interpretation, whereas the second
step – infringement by equivalence – raises a question which would normally have to
be answered by reference to the facts and expert evidence.
Lord Neuberger specifically invited the deployment of expert evidence in those
circumstances.
(d)

Costs
IPEC cost caps and settlement offers
24

In the case of OOO Abbott v Design & Display the question of an account of
profits having been resolved at a second attempt by Judge Hacon, the issue of costs
came to be assessed.
The outcome of the account was that Design & Display had made a small loss on the
infringing business. Accordingly, no account of profits was to be awarded, and
Design & Display was therefore to be treated as the successful party in the account,
for cost purposes.
Design & Display had made a number of offers of settlement, none of which Abbott
had beaten. Design & Display sought to have the IPEC costs cap lifted. Whether the
offers made qualified as Part 36 offers was in dispute, but the judge did not think this
mattered – it was the underlying principle which counted, this being that parties
should be encouraged to make realistic offers and to respond realistically when an
offer is made to them. This promotes settlement, the saving of costs, and further the
saving of court time.
However, the judge felt that the disclosure given by Design & Display following the
original liability hearing was inconsistent with this approach. The disclosure appeared
to indicate a profit figure of around £105,000 which was subsequently revised down to
24
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£11,000 and then, a month later, to a £20,000 loss. Abbott sought no order as to
costs (excluding the appeal).
The judge said that there was no excuse for Design & Display's "wildly inaccurate"
evidence. He also noted another policy consideration in play here – that if an account
of profits is to be conducted in an orderly and cost effective manner, it is essential that
the evidence from the defendant is prepared with appropriate care. He said that on
any view, Abbott had a good claim to its costs up to a reasonable period after the
service of evidence revising the estimate down to £11,000.
The judge settled on the solution of not lifting the costs cap. He did not feel that the
existence of the offers which were rejected was sufficient grounds to lift the cap in
circumstances where Design & Display had provided inaccurate disclosure. The
costs of the appeal should be paid on the standard basis and apportioned between
the parties accordingly.
This simply reiterates a point we have already come to realise, namely that the judge
in IPEC is very reluctant to lift the standard cap on an award of costs in IPEC.
Summary assessment
25

In Warner-Lambert v Sandoz , Arnold J made a very rough assessment of costs in
a hearing following his decision not to lift an interim injunction against Sandoz.
The judge had concluded that although there had been a material change in
circumstances, such that the balance of injustice should be reconsidered, he felt that
the balance of injustice still favoured the interim relief at that stage. Essentially, his
reasons were the same as in his earlier (2015) decision in the same case.
Accordingly he decided to make a summary assessment of Warner-Lambert's costs.
Warner-Lambert sought £145,775 in costs for the hearing. The judge took a very
blunt knife to that, and assessed the costs at £100,000, taking into account the hourly
rates of Warner-Lambert's solicitors, the use of two partners in the case, and the
failure to delegate work from a senior associate to more junior staff, as well as certain
elements of Counsel's fees.
It is clear that the judges are prepared to look hard at issues of costs, and matters of
file management by the lawyers acting.
(e)

Threats
Justification
In what would probably prove to be one of the last cases in relation to the old law of
threats in the UK, John Baldwin QC, sitting as a deputy judge, considered the issue in
26
the case of Icescape v Ice-World .
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Referring to the now old law, section 70 of the Patents Act as it stood before this
Autumn's amendments, the judge reviewed the conduct of the parties, noting that a
first threatening letter was sent by Ice-World's Director of Sales and Marketing,
followed by a number of further threatening letters from the Managing Director.
No witness evidence was provided to support a defence, just a validity opinion dated
a year later than the first threat was made. The instructions upon which the opinion
was based were not provided and the patent attorney did not appear to have
considered priority. The court concluded that claim 1 of the patent was not supported
by the matter disclosed in the priority document and so the priority of the patent was
the filing date and not earlier. Ice-World therefore conceded that the patent was
invalid.
The deputy judge considered the opinion to have no value at all, saying ([66]):
"…In circumstances where a party chooses not to lead evidence about the
state of mind of a particular individual where that state of mind might be highly
relevant and there is no explanation offered, the court will be slow to infer a
state of mind in his favour. Indeed, it is hard to conceive of a state of affairs
where it would do so, there being no reason for it."
Updated threats law
On 1 October 2017, changes to the Patents Act threats provisions were introduced by
the Intellectual Property (Unjustified Threats) Act 2017.
The 2017 Act seeks to harmonise, across the different intellectual property rights
subject to threats regimes, what can and cannot be said without falling foul of the
provisions restricting the making of unjustified threats of infringement proceedings.
The most significant changes are in respect of registered trade marks (UK and EU)
and registered and unregistered designs (UK and "Community" (EU)), because the
threats regimes for those rights have been brought into line with that for patents.
Across the board, additional protection has been provided for professional advisers.
Provided legal advisers comply with the requirements of the Act, their
communications are now much less likely to be capable of amounting to a threat. This
removes a tactical weapon which has at times been deployed by an alleged infringer
to drive a wedge between a proposed claimant and its legal team.
For patents (and the other IP rights the subject of the regime), there is a notable
change to the definition of a threat. Before October's change to the law, the restriction
was concerned with threats to sue in a UK court; it is now concerned with threats of
proceedings for infringement in the UK of the relevant patent (or other IP right). The
change enables the UK's threats regime also to apply to new 'Unitary Patents', when
the Unified Patents Court and Unitary Patent regime come into force. As previously,
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the regime continues to apply to UK patents and UK designations of European
patents.
(f)

FRAND
There is only one place to start on this issue, and that is the voluminous decision of
27
Birss J in Unwired Planet v Huawei (non-technical) , at 806 paragraphs and over
87,000 words, the longest judgment of 2017 in a patent case.
This is the judgment following the "non-technical" trial which took place after the
technical trials relating to validity and infringement/essentiality of a number of patents.
After three technical trials had taken place, the parties agreed to postpone any further
technical trials indefinitely. The idea was to await the outcome of the FRAND
decision, which may then be capable of being applied to resolve all outstanding
issues. It is the first judgment of its kind.The non-technical trial addressed the issues
of competition law, FRAND, injunctive relief and damages for past infringements.
Birss J attempted to cut through the existing case law in theory to find a pragmatic
way to resolve FRAND disputes. He concluded inter alia that:
-

the boundaries of FRAND and competition law are not the same – it is possible
for an offer not to be FRAND, but also not to breach competition law;

-

there is only one set of licence terms which are FRAND in a given set of
circumstances;

-

the scheme as set out by a Court of Justice of the European Union in Huawei v
28
ZTE does not lay down a bright line whereby any deviation is an abuse or
necessarily deprives the patentee of injunctive relief.

Telecommunications standards worldwide are formulated and set by standards
setting organisations (SSOs); in Europe the relevant SSO is ETSI. SSOs require the
holders of patents which are essential to the standards (Standard Essential Patents –
"SEPs") to indicate whether they are prepared to give an undertaking to licence on
"[fair] reasonable and non-discriminatory" ([F]RAND) terms.
The ETSI FRAND undertaking has been considered in courts all over the world, as
well as arbitration panels. The underlying purpose of the FRAND undertaking, said
Birss J, is to secure a proper reward for innovation whilst avoiding "hold up" of
implementers/implementation by the SEP owner. The judge said he agreed with the
succinct summary of the purpose of FRAND given by the Guangdong High People's
Court in the Huawei v InterDigital case in China:

27
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"For good faith users who are willing to pay reasonable royalties,
holders of standards-essential patents should not directly refuse to
grant licenses. On the one hand, it is necessary to ensure that
patentees can obtain sufficient returns from their technical
innovations. On the other hand, holders of standards-essential
patents should be prevented from charging exorbitant royalty rates or
attaching unreasonable terms by leveraging their powerful position
forged by the standards. The core of the FRAND obligations lies in
the determination of reasonable and non-discriminatory royalties or
royalty rates".
Birss J found that FRAND issues are justiciable in an English Court and enforceable
in that Court. He said that it is not necessary to rely on competition law to enforce a
FRAND undertaking. The boundaries of FRAND and competition law are not the
same. A rate may be above the FRAND rate, but still not contrary to competition law.
The legal effect of the FRAND undertaking relating to a SEP is not that the
implementer is already licensed. Its effect is that an implementer who makes an
unqualified commitment to take a licence on FRAND terms (settled in an appropriate
way) cannot be the subject of a final injunction to restrain patent infringement. On the
other hand, an implementer who refuses to take a licence on terms found by the court
to be FRAND has chosen to have no licence, and so if they have been found to
infringe a valid patent, an injunction can be granted against them.
FRAND characterises the terms of the licence, but also refers to the process by which
a licence is negotiated. Although an implementer does not owe a FRAND obligation
to ETSI, an implementer who wishes to take advantage of the patentee's FRAND
obligation must themselves negotiate in a FRAND manner.
Offers in negotiations which involve rates higher or lower than the FRAND rate but
which do not dispute or prejudice the negotiation, are legitimate.
The court cannot craft a set of FRAND terms out of "thin air". However, the court's
jurisdiction is not restricted to the binary question of assessing a given set of terms,
but extends to deciding between rival proposals and coming to a conclusion different
from either side's case on such a proposal.
Birss J set out the fundamental principles behind the question of a FRAND approach
saying that when assessing what is and is not FRAND, the question is what would be
fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory. Asking what a willing licensor and a willing
licensee in the relevant circumstances acting without hold-out or hold-up would agree
upon is likely to help decide that question. The evidence of the parties themselves will
be relevant, including evidence of how negotiations work in practice in the industry.
The decisions of other courts, assuming they are not binding authorities, may be
useful as persuasive precedents. However evidence of what a party is paying as a
result of a binding arbitration may not carry much weight; an arbitrated licence without
the arbitral award was not considered in this case to be a persuasive authority.
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The judge said that the appropriate way to determine a FRAND royalty is to determine
a benchmark rate which is governed by the value of the patentee's portfolio. That will
be fair, reasonable and generally non-discriminatory. The rate does not vary
depending on the size of the licensee (although the judge did not elaborate as to what
he meant by this). It will eliminate hold-up and hold-out. Smaller new entrants are
entitled to pay a royalty based on the same benchmark as established large entities.
The non-discrimination limb of FRAND does not consist of a further "hard-edged"
component which would justify a licensee demanding a lower rate than the
benchmark rate because that lower rate had in fact been given to a different but
similarly situated licensee. If FRAND does include such a component, then that
obligation would only apply if the difference would distort competition between the two
licensees.
To the extent they are available, other licences may be deployed as comparables, just
as comparables may be useful in a damages enquiry or in determining the terms of a
licence of right or in the Copyright Tribunal. The relevance of comparables is that
they are evidence of what real parties in real negotiations have agreed upon. But like
any real situation, many factors may have been in play which make the licence less
relevant. The negotiations may have involved a greater or lesser degree of hold up or
hold-out and it may be impossible to know that from the evidence available.
Accordingly, a FRAND rate can be determined by using comparable licences if they
are available. Freely negotiated licences are relevant evidence of what may be
FRAND.
The judge undertook an exercise in considering comparable licences, which I will not
deal with in detail, but which demonstrates the somewhat problematic and rather
unpredictable nature of such an approach.
A "top down" approach can also be used, in which the rate is set by determining the
patentee's share of relevant SEPs and applying that to the total aggregate royalty for
a standard, but this may be more useful as a cross-check. Short of the
disproportionate task of evaluating every single patent thoroughly in order to compare
each one with all the others, one can only ever hope to analyse SEPs in broad
categories and it is not meaningful to attempt to weigh the value of individual patents
within these categories against one another. Accordingly, in assessing a FRAND
rate, counting patents is inevitable.
The judge said that the patent counting approach works in the following way ([186]):
"Starting form a portfolio of declared SEPs, the first task is to divide a
number representing the Relevant SEPs. "Relevant SEPs" is my
term, coined after the trial had finished and intended to avoid
language used in the case which can be confusing such as "truly
essential patents" or "deemed". Both sides' approaches require
making an assessment of the Relevant SEPs somehow. The parties
do not agree how it should be done but one way or another a number
is produced. Armed with that information it is possible to scale one
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company's rate relative to another to derive the factor R or to find the
share of the total and derive S."
In this case the judge considered there to be over-declaration of patents in the SEP
context. He said that this creates an incentive to err on the safe side and so, if in
doubt, declare, because determining essentiality is not easy, standards vary over
time and patent claims can be amended over time. The fact that rates are negotiated
by counting patents creates a diverse incentive to declare as many patents as
possible, making over-declaration worse.
Both parties were criticised in this respect, though rather Huawei more than Unwired
Planet.
Taking all these factors into account, the judge concluded upon a set of rates which
comprise benchmark FRAND rates for the Unwired Planet portfolio. As a crosscheck he noted that the total aggregate royalty burden implied by these rates for 4G
handsets was 8.8%, and for TG, 3G and 4G infrastructure and handsets ranged from
3.1 to 8.8 per cent.
This meant that none of the offers made by Unwired Planet involved rates which were
FRAND. They were all too high. The benchmark rates on which Huawei's offers
were based were not FRAND either. They were too low.
My impression on reading this judgment is that someone had to start somewhere. It
was an extremely difficult task to undertake this exercise, and Birss J has done the
best he could in the circumstances. The exercise is, it seems to me, one based on
narrowing the gap as far as possible using general principles, before applying more
detail, to reach the final conclusion. The issue with which I cannot concur is that, in
any given case, there can only be one FRAND rate. I fail to see the logic in assuming
that it is impossible for there to be a "FRAND band" of fair rates which the parties
may apply or which can be flexed due to the particular circumstances in question.
However, I can see the logic in his position and, as I have said, it provides a strong
starting point. I doubt that this will be the last we hear of these issues, and aspects of
the judgment will be reviewed periodically in the years to come.
I will return to the competition law aspects below.
3

VALIDITY
(a)

Common General Knowledge and the Skilled Person
Because of the importance of these items I have started, in recent years, to begin the
validity section with a few cases dealing very specifically with the nature of CGK and
the skilled person.
29

In FKB v Abbvie , the question arose as to whether the cited prior art should be
looked at on its own (including the references cited therein) or considered in
29
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combination with additional prior art found as a result of searches by Abbvie's
representatives.
The judge said ([167]):
"There may be material which is not common general knowledge,
which nonetheless, as a matter of routine, the skilled person would
look for and find when approaching a particular problem. Amongst
other cases this is supported by the judgment of Arnold J in KCI
Licensing at [122]:
"It follows that, even if information is neither disclosed by a
specific item of prior art nor common general knowledge, it
may nevertheless be taken into account as part of a case of
obviousness if it is proved that the skilled person faced with
the problem to which the patent is addressed would acquire
that information as a matter of routine. For example, if the
problem is how to formulate a particular pharmaceutical
substance for administration to patients, then it may be shown
that the skilled formulator would as a matter of routine start by
ascertaining certain physical and chemical properties of that
substance (e.g. its aqueous solubility) from the literature or by
routine testing. If so, it is legitimate to take that information
into account when assessing the obviousness of a particular
formulation. But that is because it is obvious for the skilled
person to obtain the information, not because it is common
general knowledge."
I consider that the skilled person interested in progressing a dosage
regimen in D2E7 would look for and find the Additional Prior Art.
Professor Edwards rightly accepted that this would be the case."
30

Once a door is nudged ajar, as it was by Arnold J in the KCI Licensing case, it is
prone to be kicked further open, and Henry Carr J may have done that in FKB v
Abbvie. Are we now going to be deploying mosaics of items for the purpose of
assessing obviousness?
31

In Generics v Yeda , Arnold J said, in relation to the person skilled in the art ([75]):
"A patent specification is addressed to those likely to have a practical
interest in the subject matter of the invention, and such persons are
those with practical knowledge and experience of the kind of work in
which the invention is intended to be used. The addressee comes to
a reading of the specification with the common general knowledge of
30
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persons skilled in the relevant art, and he or she reads it knowing that
its purpose is to describe and demarcate an invention. Purely for
convenience, I will hereinafter refer to the skilled person as "he". He
is unimaginative and has no inventive capacity. In some cases the
patent may be addressed to a team of persons having different skills."
There was a "small, but nonetheless significant" dispute between the parties as to the
identity of the skilled person. The judge ruled that the skilled person need not be an
expert in neuroimmunology, the pathology of MS or the analysis of MRI results,
because the patent did not assume any specialist knowledge of those topics or teach
the clinician anything about them that he would not already know.
32

Finally in this section, in Accord v RCT , Birss J, conducting his review of the
position relating to inventive step said ([208]):
"Having reached that conclusion I will also say that I was doubtful that
the whole step by step analysis was indicative of obviousness. The
series of steps from Le Gall involved a full literature search, the
distillation of all that work, numerous other avenues which could be
considered and the conception of the methoxymethyl compound as
something to consider. Although they are all apparently easy steps
and many of them are conventional individually, looked at as a whole
they did not strike me as supportive of obviousness, but I did not
decide the case on that point."
So the question of whether it is permissible for the skilled person to conduct a full
literature search, distil it, and then interpret the pleaded prior art in the light of it,
remains to be addressed on another day. That a literature search can be conducted
is clear from FKB v Abbvie. That it might be a restricted process, emerges from
Accord v RCT.
So there is nothing very new, but perhaps we are seeing the consolidation of the
slightly concerning trend for prior art beyond a single citation and CGK to be used in
the assessment of inventive step.
(b)

Anticipation/Priority
"Legal" priority
The question of "legal priority" has raised tricky and time-consuming questions in
recent years, and at times one could be forgiven for mistaking some of the guidance
for a haha. In 2017, the courts appear to have bent over backwards to dismiss
challenges to legal priority, perhaps reflecting a policy of discouraging such highly
technical, time-consuming and costly aspects of disputes.
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The right to claim priority is provided for by s.5 of the Patents Act, Article 87 of the
EPC, Article 8 of the PCT and Article 4(A)(1) of the Paris Convention. In Edwards v
33
Cook , Kitchin J held that to make a valid claim for priority as successor in title, it was
necessary to be a successor in title at the time of filing the application. A subsequent
34
acquisition of title was not sufficient. In KCI v Smith & Nephew , Arnold J rowed back
a little from this when he held that "successor in title" included a person who was a
recipient of the beneficial interest in the invention in circumstances where he did not
own the bare legal interest; and also that when determining whether a person was a
"successor in title", it must be the substantive rights of that person, and not his
35
compliance with legal formalities, that mattered. In Idenix v Gilead (2016) , Kitchin LJ
expressed the provisional view that both KCI and HTC v Gemalto (in which Birss J
followed KCI) were correctly decided.
36

This year Henry Carr J continued to develop the authorities, in FKB v AbbVie , when
he said ([34]):
"I do not consider that Article 4A permits both the original applicant and his
successor in title to enjoy a right of priority. In my judgment, where a right to
claim priority has been assigned, the assignor cannot subsequently make a
claim himself. The Article contemplates a claim to priority either by the original
applicant or his successor in title, and not by both. Once the right has been
assigned there is no reason why the assignor should retain a right of priority.
This is consistent with ensuring certainty as to who is entitled to apply, as
referred to by Kitchin J in Edwards Lifesciences. "
FKB challenged AbbVie's legal entitlement to priority. The issue was whether Abbott
Laboratories (Bermuda) Ltd ("Abbott Bermuda") the applicant for AbbVie's EP '656
patent, was entitled to claim priority from US patent '961. US '961 was filed on 8 June
2001 by the inventors, Dr Kempeni, Dr Fischkoff and Dr Weiss. The PCT application
by which EP '656 was sought was filed on 5 June 2002 by Abbott Bermuda for "all
designated states except the US", and by Dr Kempeni, Dr Fischkoff and Dr Weiss, for
the US only, as inventor/applicants.
In view of the conclusion quoted regarding Article 4A, the fact that the inventors
applied for the PCT application (in respect of the US) did not establish entitlement to
priority because it was (by the time of the trial) common ground that the equitable
interest in the invention had been assigned from the US inventors to another group
company. Further, the "all designated states except the US" was the only part of the
PCT application that was material to the priority claim in the present case. However
this did not dispose of the legal priority issue.
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It was common ground that the issue of which party held the relevant rights was to be
determined in accordance with the law of the transaction which was said to have
transferred such rights. But the factual matrix in the case was quite complex and the
documentary record incomplete (to put it mildly).
In the end, relying upon the substantive position under German and US law, the judge
concluded that there was chain of title from each of the inventors to Knoll AG in
respect of the invention. (For Dr Kempini, under German law, Knoll GmbH (which
became Knoll AG in March 2001), had at the relevant time the right to demand
delivery of an Invention Report pursuant to statute and to claim the Invention. Knoll
GmbH was, therefore, in substance, the owner of the invention. For Dr Fischkoff and
Dr Weiss, both whom had signed Employee's Invention and Secrecy Agreements
("EISAs"), to be construed under US law, the judge was satisfied on the evidence that
Knoll AG was the relevant group company's nominee to hold all rights resulting from
international clinical R&D, including the invention in issue. At any time, Knoll AG could
have compelled KPC to transfer legal title. Therefore, as a matter of US law, Knoll AG
was the beneficial owner of the US inventors' rights in the invention.) In addition, it
was the "concordant intention" of the parties to a later agreement to transfer all nonUS rights in the relevant invention to Abbott Bermuda, and prior to the filing of the
PCT application Abbott Bermuda could have compelled Knoll GmbH to claim the
invention from Dr Kempini and then to transfer it to Abbott Bermuda.
It is notable here that it appeared to be AbbVie's case that US '961 would have been
recognised as a US asset and consequently would have been assigned to Abbott
Biotechnology. Rejecting this, the judge noted Kitchin J's conclusion in Edwards v
Cook that when considering Article 4A of the Paris Convention, "successor in title"
means "successor in title to the invention". He said that the claimants' submission
confused rights in the invention, including the right to claim priority, with rights in the
US '961 application itself.
Accordingly, the judge concluded that there was chain of title from the inventors to
Knoll AG in respect of the invention. Did the judge bend over backwards to prevent
priority being lost due to intra-group admin?
37

Later in the year, in Actavis v ICOS (1 November 2017) , the Court of Appeal
seemed to try to discourage the throwing of legal priority bombs into patent cases. A
patent application ("Stoner") was relied upon by Actavis as novelty destroying, but it
would only count as prior art by operation of section 2(3) of the Patents Act if it was
entitled to its own priority date, namely the date of filing of US application 60/123,244.
The applicants for Stoner were Merck & Co Inc and Ms Waldstreicher. The inventors
of the US application were Ms Waldstreicher and Ms Stoner.
Merck, Ms Waldstreicher and Ms Stoner were not parties to the present case. There
was nothing in evidence before the judge (Birss J) on the question of the legal priority
of the Stoner patent application.
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The Court of Appeal agreed with the judge that the contents of Stoner supported an
inference that its priority date was indeed the filing date of the US application, and
that the evidential burden had therefore shifted to Lilly to call evidence to rebut the
inference of an entitlement to priority. Kitchin LJ said ([97]):
"I accept that the legal burden of establishing that Stoner is entitled to a
priority date earlier than its own date of filing lay on the claimants. But it does
not follow that the evidential burden also lay on them throughout. The
applicants for Stoner were Merck and Ms Waldstreicher and it carries on its
face a reference to US application 60/123,244. The applicants for that US
application are identified as Ms Stoner and Ms Waldstreicher, who are both
said to share Merck's address in Rahway, New Jersey. Furthermore, the
relevant subject matter in Stoner is disclosed in that US application. It is not
suggested that Ms Stoner, Ms Waldstreicher or Merck had any relevant
connection with the claimants or, indeed, with Lilly. In these circumstances
and while it is of course possible that Merck was not the successor in title to
Ms Stoner, it seems to me to be very unlikely. As a large pharmaceutical
company with skilled legal advisers, it must have been well used to ensuring
that the necessary formalities were complied with. In my judgment all of these
matters were such as to raise a presumption or prima facie case that the
claim by Ms Waldstreicher and Merck that Stoner was entitled to a priority
date earlier than its own date of filing was properly and regularly made, in
Merck's case as the successor in title to Ms Stoner. I am also satisfied the
judge was both entitled and right to find that, although the legal burden of
establishing that Stoner is entitled to the earlier priority date lay upon the
claimants throughout, the circumstances were such as to shift the evidential
burden on to Lilly to produce some evidence from which a lack of entitlement
could be inferred. No such evidence was ever produced. Subject to the
question of enablement, I therefore agree with the judge that Stoner is entitled
to priority from the filing date of US application 60/123,244."
38

The following week, in Accord Healthcare v RTC , there was again an issue of legal
priority – regarding RTC's patent, EP '289.
RTC worked, effectively, as the technology transfer office for a number of universities.
There was a properly executed written agreement dated two weeks earlier than the
application date of EP '289, on its face assigning the invention the subject of EP '289
from inventor Proessor Kohn to RTC. The assignment expressly included the right to
claim priority (clause 5). However, Accord argued that in respect of the invention the
subject EP '289, the procedures agreed between RTC and the University of Houston
("Houston") were not followed and as a result, at the time that the application for EP
'289 was filed, the beneficial interest in the right of priority lay not with RTC but with
Houston.
After noting that the Paris Convention is the origin of the international priority right
legislated in section 5 of the Patents Act, and after considering the English authorities,
38
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Birss J said that the legal principles applicable to priority entitlement were settled at
first instance, these being ([75]):
"i) Usually the right to claim priority goes with the right to the invention. That
is uncontroversial.
ii) The right to claim priority must be with the person making the patent
application in which that right is claimed when they make that claim, i.e. when
the application is filed. A later acquisition of that right cannot make good a
lack of it on the relevant date. If the right was not in place at the time then the
right is lost for all time. That is Edwards v Cook.
iii) But if the local law applicable to rights of the applicant and the patent
application at the place and time when it was made allows for a splitting of
property rights into legal and equitable interests, then it will be sufficient to
establish an entitlement to priority if the applicant holds the entire equitable
interest at the relevant date. That is KCI, HTC and FujiFilm and was held in
the Court of Appeal in Idenix provisionally to be correct.
iv) A person with a legally enforceable right to call for the assignment of the
legal title to a piece of property such as an invention (or a right to claim
priority) has the equitable title to that property. When the cases refer to the
applicant holding the substantive right and title to the invention, they are
referring to this legal/equitable distinction."
Following on from these principles, Birss J said ([76]):
"…a person who at the relevant time and under the relevant applicable law,
acquired only the bare legal title to an invention and not the equitable title,
when the equitable title is held by another, does not then hold the substantive
right and title to the claim to priority."
This could present a problem, as Birss J chose to address quite directly, in comments
which shadow the policy behind the courts' pattern of navigating through apparent
difficulties with legal priority ([77]):
"However I cannot help but observe that if priority is lost this patent would be
revoked over a publication by the inventor in the period between the priority
date and the filing date which I infer was assumed to be a safe thing to do
because it was assumed by everyone involved that priority would be
successfully claimed. There will be many cases like this. There is no obvious
public interest in striking down patents on this ground, unlike all the other
grounds of invalidity. The difficulty starts with the point that the title cannot be
fixed retrospectively. If I may say so the reasons given by Kitchin J in
Edwards v Cook are compelling reasons why that should be so. However the
legal/equitable analysis chips away at that principle since what is happening
in those cases is that the equitable owner’s imperfect title on the relevant date
is only perfected after the event. No doubt that is why, in the Court of Appeal,
Kitchin LJ declined to get into the issue any further since he did not have to."
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Birss J offered the following "tentative suggestions" ([78]):
"One approach could be that the effect and devolution of the priority right has
to be purely governed by a sui generis law applicable to priority rights in all
signatory states to the Paris Convention equally and applicable in all those
states regardless of whether those states recognise a legal/equitable
distinction. Flaws in the title cannot be fixed retrospectively. That is one way
of interpreting Edwards v Cook and there are good reasons for it. However it
does not sit happily with the equitable/legal distinctions made in the later
cases. An alternative could be to apply the same approach and the same
applicable law to the priority claim as applies to ownership of the invention
and the right to the patent. In a case in which there is some doubt about the
claimant’s title to the patent itself, that title has to be perfected by the
judgment e.g. by assignment or the legal owner must be joined to the
proceedings (see e.g. Baxter v NPB [1998] RPC 250). The moment the title
to the patent matters is judgment. In this case the moment the priority claim
matters could be said to be the judgment. As far as the applicable law is
concerned, under English private international law, the law applicable to the
devolution of the rights to the invention in Texas in 1996/97 is US law, which
is in fact a mix of Federal and Texan state law. Nevertheless regardless of
these tentative suggestions, I will apply the law as it is settled at this level."
Turning to the assessment of the facts, in the end, the judge was satisfied that
according to the common law concept of a bona fide purchaser for value without
notice (as codified in statute at 35 USC 261), RTC acquired good title to the invention
including any priority right pursuant to the assignment. Any equitable interest in the
invention which the university held before the assignment was destroyed or
overridden by the assignment to RCT. Underpinning this was the judge's conclusion,
on the evidence, that the university was aware of what was going on, that Prof Kohn
was executing the assignment because he felt obliged to do so pursuant to his
obligations to the university, and that RTC was not on notice of any possible
conflicting interest held by the university.
Before reaching this conclusion, the judge declined, on the evidence, to draw
inferences of fact necessary to support RCT's primary case that the procedure agreed
between RTC and Houston (in 1966) had been complied with before the execution of
the written assignment. He also concluded that he could not make the findings
necessary to infer the existence of an "implied in fact" contract to assign the equitable
interest, because here was nothing from which to infer that the university actually did
intend that the lacosamide invention should be patented by RCT - there was no
evidence the University thought about it at all.
Perhaps this year's batch of cases will now begin to turn the tide of challenges to
legal entitlement to priority. The courts are clearly against such arguments, and the
complexity of the legal and factual analysis, which generates trials within trials, may
perhaps lead to bolder case management decisions on such issues in the Patents
Court.
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"Substantive" priority
Turning to the more conventional challenge to priority, that the claimed invention is
not substantively entitled to its claimed priority, in Unwired Planet v Huawei
39
(technical) , Floyd LJ gave some notable guidance on the legal test, comparing and
contrasting it with the legal test for novelty.
Floyd LJ noted that in Samsung v Apple [2013] EWHC 467 (Pat), he endeavoured to
set out a structured approach to the consideration of questions of entitlement to
priority which he still believed to be correct. According to this approach, the task for
the court is ([56]):
"(a) to read and understand, through the eyes of the skilled person, the
disclosure of the priority document as a whole;
(b) to determine the subject matter of the relevant claim;
(c) to decide whether, as a matter of substance not of form, the subject matter
of the claim can be derived directly and unambiguously from the disclosure of
the priority document."
To this, Floyd LJ added the following observations of general application ([71]-[72]):
"A first, preliminary point concerns the correct approach to the determination
of priority… Although the law [of] entitlement to priority shares with the law of
novelty the common feature of assessing the disclosure of a document, it is
important to recognise that that is where the analogy stops. A published
document (or one treated as part of the state of the art for novelty purposes
under Article 54(3)) will deprive a later claim of novelty if it hits the target, in
the sense that something clearly disclosed by the document falls within scope
of the claim: see Synthon v SmithKline Beecham [2005] UKHL 59; [2006]
RPC 10. To put it another way, everything which falls within the claim must be
novel. One does not assess priority, however, by asking whether everything
which falls within the claim is clearly and unambiguously taught by the priority
document. A test of that kind would make claiming priority impossibly hard.
The exercise of determining priority involves asking whether the invention is
directly and unambiguously derivable from the priority document, not whether
every possible embodiment of the invention is so derivable.
A second preliminary point is that the priority document must not be read in a
vacuum, but with the benefit of the common general knowledge which forms
the factual matrix against which the technical disclosure is assessed. Viewed
with that knowledge, the disclosure may mean something different to a skilled
person than it does to someone reading the document without that
knowledge. That observation has particular traction in a case where one is
concerned not merely with what is made explicit by the document, but also
39
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with what is implicit in it, because both explicit and implicit disclosure may be
taken into account for priority. None of that is the same thing as adding to the
disclosure something which is obvious in the light of it, although the difference
between the two may sometimes be difficult to pick apart on the facts. It
follows that an appellate court must exercise caution when differing from a
trial judge on the interpretation of a priority document where its meaning may
be coloured by the common general knowledge. An alternative construction
may seem more plausible in the drier atmosphere which prevails on appeal,
than it did to a judge who has been soaked in the evidence of those skilled in
the art."
It is hardly news, though it is certainly right, that when assessing priority, it is not the
individual claims which are considered but the invention as a whole. The word
"invention" is writ large throughout section 5 of the Patents Act.
Floyd LJ's comments may represent an attempt to moderate the volume of challenges
based on lack of substantive priority. It was a rarely used weapon until quite recently
and this might be a case of Floyd LJ putting it back in its box by easing the burden of
establishing priority.
The method the subject of Unwired Planet's patent included the following steps:
"…transmitting a sequence of data units or data unit segments to be received
by the second node, the method further comprises the steps of:
counting the number of transmitted data units and the number of transmitted
data bytes of the transmitted data units, and,
requesting a status report from the second node if the counted number of
transmitted data units exceeds or equals a first predefined value, or the
counted number of transmitted data bytes of the transmitted data units
exceeds or equals a second predefined value."
The judge had construed the claim as not seeking to exclude the possibility of polling
(and therefore counting) upon assembly i.e. just before the "protocol data unit" was
transmitted, as opposed to when it had been transmitted. (The narrower construction
would have meant that the claims did not read on to the LTE standard, and the patent
would not have been "essential" to its operation).
The issue for priority was consequently whether this invention, interpreted in this way,
was directly and unambiguously derivable from the priority document. Floyd LJ
emphasised the need to consider the disclosure of the priority document as read by
the person skilled in the art in light of their common general knowledge, without
hindsight introduced by an understanding of the deemed scope of the later patent
claim. He said that although the interpretation of the language of the priority document
is for the court, the actual disclosure of a document, what it conveys to the skilled
person, is a matter on which expert evidence is admissible.
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Floyd LJ concluded that the interpretation which the skilled person would give the
word "transmitted" in the priority document chimed perfectly with his common general
knowledge, and the "invention" was directly and unambiguously derivable from the
priority document.
40

The Court of Appeal's judgment in Actavis v ICOS (1 November 2017) also
addressed an issue of substantive priority. This concerned the entitlement of
ICOS/Lilly's patent in issue to its claimed priority. Kitchin LJ gave his own view on the
law, saying ([54]-[55]):
"…In summary, the question is whether, as a matter of substance not form,
the skilled person can derive the subject matter of the claim in issue directly
and unambiguously, using common general knowledge, from the disclosure
of the priority document.
There is a second requirement. The matter disclosed in the priority document
must be enabling, that is to say it must disclose the invention in a way which
will enable it to be performed by a person skilled in the art without undue
effort."
The priority document is discussed at length by Kitchin LJ in his judgment. The
priority document disclosed various dosages of tadalafil "between 1 and 20mg
/dosage form". Preferably this was 5-20mg/day; more preferably 5-15mg; and most
preferably 10mg.
Kitchin LJ agreed with the judge that this disclosed not just the administration of a
total dose per day of 20mg, but also a total dose per day of 5mg. He also considered
that lower total daily doses were disclosed saying ([75]):
"It discloses, among other things, an article of manufacture for human
pharmaceutical use comprising a package insert, a container and a
dosage form containing 1 to 20mg of a selective PDE5
inhibitor...tadalafil. …tadalafil is specifically identified as being one
such inhibitor and … as being especially prepared."
Enablement was addressed as a question of plausibility. Kitchin LJ agreed with the
first instance judge, saying ([83]):
"It is quite clear that a claimed invention will not be implausible if the
inventor provides a reasonably credible theory as to why it will work.
… There is ample material in the priority document to satisfy this
criterion. Tadalafil is specifically identified and is said to be especially
prepared. The data in table 1 show that it selectively inhibits PDE5
and, as the judge observed, the skilled person would know that [the
40
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first orally administered PDE5 inhibitor marketed for the treatment of
erectile dysfunction,] sildenafil works in this way. Example 4 shows
that a 10mg dose of tadalafil is well tolerated and example 5 shows
that a selective PDE5 inhibitor, as defined, is efficacious for the
treatment of ED at doses of 5mg per day. In my judgment the
requirement of plausibility is satisfied."
41

In Illumina v Premaitha , a case heard and decided after the Supreme Court's
judgment in Actavis v Eli Lilly, Henry Carr J compared the legal test for substantive
priority with that for sufficiency.
Illumina had sued Premaitha and TDL Genetics for infringement of a number of
patents regarding pre-natal tests; the defendants had challenged validity. Illumina
accepted that claims of the "Lo 1" patent that were not entitled to the claimed priority
were invalid. TDL argued that if the claimed detection method covered the approach
adopted in the alleged infringing assay (the Harmony polymorphic assay), then since
this approach was not enabled by the priority document, Lo 1 was invalid.
In addressing this squeeze, rather than considering the line of cases discussed and
expanded upon by Floyd LJ in Unwired Planet v Huawei (technical), Henry Carr J
42
plunged into Lord Hoffmann's statement of principle in Kirin-Amgen
that "the
disclosure must enable the invention to be performed to the full extent of the
monopoly claimed".
In making this statement, Lord Hoffmann drew upon his own judgment in Biogen v
43
Medeva , in which he said that a requirement for an "enabling disclosure" was
common to the test for entitlement to priority (s.5(2)(a) of the Patents Act), the
requirements of s.14(3) (disclosure) and s.14(5)(c) (support), and the test for
insufficiency (s.72(1)(c)).
The Supreme Court's judgment in Actavis v Eli Lilly has thrown a spotlight on Lord
Hoffmann's statement of principle. This is because it raises a question as to whether
something found to infringe by the application of the doctrine of equivalents must be
enabled in order for the patent to be valid, or whether, in such a scenario, there may
be a difference between the reach of the claim for infringement purposes and the
scope of the claim for the purpose of assessing its validity.
In Illumina v Premaitha, infringement was found in accordance with limb (i) of Lord
Neuberger's test ("normal interpretation") rather than pursuant to limb (ii) (the doctrine
of equivalents). Nevertheless, Henry Carr J took the opportunity to contribute to the
Autumn's debate. He said ([138]):
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"The principle of enablement across the breadth of the claim is of
considerable importance, but it is not absolute. It does not require a patentee
who has claimed a principle of general application to anticipate inventive
improvements which make use of that principle, nor future advances in
technology, which would be an impossible task."
Turning to Lord Hoffmann's statement of principle in Kirin-Amgen, he said that he
understood Lord Hoffmann's judgment as expressing in his own words, and not
disapproving of, Aldous LJ's comment in the Court of Appeal that:
“The law contemplates that patents will not lack sufficiency even though the
claims cover inventive improvements. If the law were otherwise there would
be no room for patents which disclosed a principle of general application
unless the specification described how to carry out later inventions using the
44
principle.”
Henry Carr J then turned to Lord Neuberger's first instance judgment (as Neuberger
J) in Kirin-Amgen, and his reference in Actavis v Lilly to a lecture given by
Netherlands Judge Rian Kalden, the Head of the IP Division in the Court of Appeal in
the Hague, titled "Article 69 EPC – the Scylla and Charybdis of the European Patent
Convention – Which route did the Dutch Courts take?". Lord Neuberger quoted the
following passage:
“Variants that are not foreseeable at the priority date may well, due to later
developments, become an obvious variant at a later date. This may happen in
case of a pioneer invention, where at the priority date the full breadth of the
possible applications could or has not been fully recognised and therefore
was not sufficiently taken into account when drafting a claim. Another
possibility is that a new technique becomes available after the patent was
granted, which makes available an obvious variant. It would be harsh and
contrary to fair protection for the patentee to deny him the right to attack
those, again provided such variant falls within the inventive concept and
reasonable legal certainty is taken into account. So infringement by
equivalence is not limited to foreseeable variants only.”
Henry Carr J commented saying ([144]):
"In summary, fairness to the patentee may require that unforeseeable
variants, enabled for the first time by new technology, fall within the scope of
protection, although the patentee is less likely to succeed where the variant
was unforeseeable at the priority date. A variant which represents an
inventive step may nonetheless infringe; Actavis v Eli Lilly at [63] – [64].
It would not make sense if, in those circumstances, the patent was
found to be insufficient solely because such an inventive variant, which
it did not enable, fell within the scope of its claims."
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He considered the same principle to be "well-established" by EPO Board of Appeal
decisions, in particular Genentech I/Polypeptide expression (T292/85) and
Erythropoietin/Kirin Amgen (T0636/97). Finally, Henry Carr J concluded ([147]):
"In summary, this case law establishes that a patentee may claim a principle
of general application. He cannot anticipate future inventive improvements or
future developments in technology which will fall within his claim. The fact
that such improvements or developments fall within the claim, because they
adopt the principle of general application, may well not mean that the patent
is invalid for insufficiency. But this conclusion depends upon the facts of the
case, including the nature of the invention and its technical contribution."
Turning to the facts, the judge said that the Lo 1 patent disclosed a principle of
general application for detection of cell-free foetal DNA in maternal plasma and serum
of a pregnant female. The method specifically disclosed was the standard one but the
skilled geneticist would have appreciated that "insofar as new techniques for the
detection or quantification of nucleic acid sequences were developed in the future,
these could also be used to implement the general principle disclosed in the Lo 1
Patent and Priority document of using paternally inherited cell-free foetal DNA as the
source material to be analysed".
TDL's squeeze between infringement and priority was therefore unsuccessful.
However, amongst a number of other challenges to the claimed priority of the patents
in issue, two were successful in respect of some of the claims of Lo 1. This was
because the Lo 1 priority document represented that the plasma or serum based noninvasive prenatal diagnosis method according to the invention could be applied to the
screening of Down's Syndrome and other chromosomal aneuploidies, suggesting two
methods for doing this, but the evidence was that the skilled person would not have
regarded it as reasonably credible/would have considered it implausible in practice.
The claims in question were also broader than the disclosure of the priority document
because they included a detection method which relied on a paternally inherited
sequence not possessed by the mother for the detection of such conditions.
Anticipation
Generally speaking, confronted with the issue of novelty, judges cite the passage
45
from Kitchin J's judgment in Generics v Lundbeck as the basis for their analysis.
46

In the case of Edwards Lifesciences v Boston Scientific , HHJ Hacon added a
small gloss ([139]):
"I would add this. It is not essential that an item of prior art should
expressly disclose all the features of an invention for that prior art to
deprive the invention of novelty. It may be that one or more integers
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are disclosed by inference. But this must be an inevitable inference
drawn by the skilled person reading the prior art."
In the case at hand, the necessary inferences were not inevitable, and so Boston's
patents were not anticipated.
It is a little hard to assess whether Judge Hacon's comments represent a significant
development. They are of course, only the comments of a first instance judge, and an
IPEC judge at that. However, there may be a small element of blurring around the
previously relatively bright lines which defined the scope of an assessment of novelty.
It is interesting though to note these comments in the context of Floyd LJ's general
observations on the law regarding priority in Unwired Planet v Huawei (technical).
Floyd LJ made it clear that, for the purposes of assessing substantive priority, it is not
only what is made explicit by the original document, but also with what is implicit in it
that can be taken into account. I had always considered that to be a differentiation
between novelty in its purest sense, and a consideration of priority. It may be that the
effect of HHJ Hacon's judgment is to move the novelty assessment closer to the
assessment of priority; or it may be that Floyd LJ's comments in the Unwired Planet
(technical) case rapidly over-rode any movement instigated by HHJ Hacon.
In Unwired Planet v Huawei (technical), the Court of Appeal confirmed Birss J's
interpretation of Article 54(2) EPC, which says:
"The state of the art shall be held to comprise everything made available to
the public by means of a written or oral description, by use, or in any other
way, before the date of filing of the European patent application."
The prior art relied upon by Huawei as forming part of the state of the art (the
"Ericsson TDoc") was uploaded to a publicly accessible server at 8:36 Central
European Time on 8 January. This corresponded to 02:36 on the same date at the
USPTO (EST). The priority document was filed in the USPTO at 16:59 EST, which
was 22:59 CET. The priority document received a date of filing of 8 January 2008. Did
the Ericsson TDoc form part of the state of the art?
Floyd LJ said ([161]):
"…a publication is not part of the state of the art unless it was published
before the priority date. The priority date is the 24 hour period of the day on
which filing took place, in the time zone of the patent office where it was filed.
The publication must occur before that day, on a time basis, by reference to
the time zone of the patent office of filing."
So although the Ericsson TDoc was made available to the public 14 hours before the
priority document was in fact filed, this was not "before the date of filing".
I have already made it reasonably clear in the section on the Supreme Court's Actavis
v Lilly decision that there are implications in the field of validity.
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In Generics v Yeda , Arnold J considered the construction of a patent claim for
validity purposes and the interaction of the doctrine of equivalents with the tests for
novelty and inventive step. He rejected Generics' case that prior art anticipated
because it would (hypothetically) infringe pursuant to the doctrine of equivalents. So
on Arnold J's approach, there seems to be a validity gap.
Perhaps the case with the clearest discussion of the implications of the Supreme
48
Court's judgment is Fisher and Paykel v Res Med – a decision of Richard Meade
QC sitting as the deputy judge in a dispute regarding ResMed's patent to a mask
system.
The deputy judge openly discussed both the "infringement gap" which appears to
follow Actavis v Lilly and the uncertainty as to how a patent claim should be
interpreted for the purpose of assessing its validity. In view of the uncertainty, he
proceeded to interpret the disputed claim language according to both its "literal"
meaning and its "purposive" meaning. This could lead to different consequences.
For example, on a truly literal meaning of the word 'protrusions' in claim 12, prior art
'Geist' would not anticipate because it did not have protrusions on the collar, which
was smooth and circular. However, on a purposive construction, the angled surface of
the collar would achieve the same object as "literal" protrusions (which would cause a
more abrupt change in the surface of the collar). Accordingly, on a purposive
interpretation of the claim language, Geist would anticipate.
In the context of anticipation, there was a notable finding in respect of patient trials.
First, in FKB v AbbVie

49

, FKB relied upon –

i)

prior use for the successful treatment of two different patients at Guys and St
Thomas' Hospital for the treatment of chronic plaque psoriasis and psoriatic
arthritis, being the administration of adalimumab by subcutaneous 40mg
administration every other week, and

ii)

disclosures made by the relevant doctors to these patients of the treatments
and dosing regimens they were to receive (and subsequently did receive).

Henry Carr J concluded, on the witness evidence and corroborative evidence, that
these prior uses had been established. The use made available the treatment to the
public and so did the disclosures by the doctors to the patients.
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This would seem to present an Achilles heel for any medical use patent in respect of
which an early, otherwise unreported, patient trial has been conducted, if the
challenger can obtain evidence of such use.
50

Finally, in Actavis v ICOS (1 November 2017) , the Court of Appeal considered the
test for anticipation. The claims of the patent were concerned with unit dosage forms
of tadalafil, for administration up to a maximum total dose of 5 mg per day for the
treatment of sexual dysfunction.
Kitchin LJ said that the 'Stoner' prior art described a combination therapy for sexual
dysfunction involving a cGMP PDE specific inhibitor together with an alpha-adrenergic
receptor antagonist such as Melanotan-II. Among the cGMP PDE inhibitors described
were PDE5 inhibitors such as sildenafil and tadalafil (identified as IC-351). Disclosed
dosage levels were said to be between 0.001 to 50mg/Kg of body weight, preferably
0.005-25mg/kg, more preferably 0.01-10mg/kg. There was a specific disclosure of
tablets containing 1, 2.5 and 5mg of each ingredient.
Kitchin LJ said that even the narrowest of these dosage ranges was "very much
broader than that of the patent". The evidence was that it was so wide that in the
absence of efficacy data, the skilled clinician would consider it speculative and
effectively to provide no meaningful guidance. Moreover, the fact it was directed to a
combination therapy would also affect how the skilled person would understand the
disclosure.
Kitchin LJ agreed with the judge (Birss J) that the enablement criterion for novelty was
not met by Stoner, saying that the skilled person would not regard it as plausible that,
in combination with a centrally acting alpha-adrenergic receptor antagonist,
administration of tadalafil in the claimed dosing range would be efficacious for the
treatment of ED.
Further, and contrary to the judge's conclusion, Kitchin LJ expressed some doubt as
to whether the claimed invention was even disclosed by Stoner. The judge had
accepted evidence that a combination muddled the situation because the skilled
person would not know whether the centrally acting agent (the adrenergic receptor
antagonist) was going to modify totally the response of the patient to the PDE5
inhibitor. Kitchin LJ said ([100]):
"In these circumstances it seems to me to be well arguable that Stoner does
not make available to the skilled person as a technical teaching the subject
matter of the claims of the patent; and further, that read through the eyes of
the skilled person, Stoner does not disclose that it is possible to use the
whole of the dosing range to which it refers."
However, Kitchin LJ said that it was not necessary to express a final view upon this in
light of the conclusions of lack of inventive step.
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(c)

Obviousness
Historically, this has been the dominant section in this paper, but this year, mercifully,
it takes a lower profile. There are just a handful of cases containing points worthy of
consideration. Otherwise, the cases were largely resolved on their facts, and things
had been heading in that direction for a number of years in relation to the law of
obviousness.
It is always nice to open with a clear statement of the law, and one such was provided
51
by Henry Carr J in FKB v AbbVie . He said ([259]):
"The legal principles of relevance to the present case are well-settled, and
only require a brief summary:
(i)

Obviousness must be considered on the facts of each case and the
Court must consider the weight to be attached to particular facts in
the light of all the relevant circumstances. These include the motive
to find a solution to the problem that the patent addresses, the
number and extent of possible avenues of research and the effort
involved in pursuing them.

(ii)

If a particular step is obvious in the light of the prior art, it is not
rendered any less obvious merely because there are a number, and a
perhaps a large number, of other obvious routes as well.

(iii)

If the patentee chooses to advance broad claims, the inventive
concept will be broadened in an equivalent way. The question to be
answered is whether anything falling within the scope of the claims is
obvious.

(iv)

Where it is alleged that a step is obvious to try, the question is
whether the skilled person would do so with a fair expectation of
success; how much expectation depends on the particular facts of the
case. Including something in a research project is not enough to
establish lack of inventive step."
52

This is effectively the same test that he set out himself in the case of GSK v Wyeth ,
but with (iii) added. It represents a caution that broad claims invite a broad
assessment of obviousness.
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Less conventional obviousness arguments
53

In Edwards Lifesciences v Boston Scientific , HHJ Hacon considered the
54
question of obviousness. He opened with the obligatory citation of the Pozzoli test,
but the bigger issue here was an old favourite of mine – secondary evidence.
Boston's case on the secondary evidence was that in 2004 Edwards purchased
Percutaneous Valve Technologies ("PVT"), a company that manufactured a device
used in earlier celebrated work that formed part of the common general knowledge;
but Edwards only included an outer skirt in a replacement valve device in 2014.
Boston argued that if the skirt had been obvious to the skilled person in December
2003 (the priority date), then it would have been equally obvious to Edwards, who
would have introduced it a good deal earlier than 2014. In Edwards' 2014 product,
the outer skirt was advertised as eliminating significant leakage around the outside of
the device ("PVL") and the addition of the skirt was seen by Edwards as a marketing
advantage.
The trial took place in late January 2017. In July 2016 Boston sought disclosure from
Edwards of documents, if any, showing earlier work done by Edwards on a skirt or
other solutions to the problem of PVL. In correspondence Boston's solicitor said that
in the absence of such documents, Boston would invite the court to draw an inference
that it had not been obvious to Edwards at the relevant time to incorporate a skirt on a
transcatheter heart valve ("THV"). The judge said that Boston's solicitor "was
suggesting that Boston would rely on such an inference in support of their argument
that Boston's inventions were not obvious".
Edwards' solicitor responded (in September 2016) saying that Edwards did not intend
to rely on factual evidence of its own research. On this, the judge said ([173]):
"It is difficult to see how documents revealing whether or not Edwards
had given thought to a skirt on a THV, and if so when, would not be of
assistance to the court. It does not follow that Edwards would have
been required to give disclosure – other factors could have come in to
play and there has lately been a shift in the tide regarding disclosure
in patent actions... In any event, Boston did not pursue its application
and the parties moved on. Edwards was on notice as to the inference
that Boston was going to invite the court to draw and, as was
Edwards' right, decided to live with it".
Two days before trial, Edwards' solicitor sent a letter stating that they understood from
Boston's skeleton argument that Boston intended to advance an argument based on
"secondary indicia of non-obviousness", and referring to some sentences in Boston's
expert reports. The letter said that they expected Boston to put the case to Edwards'
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witness of fact (Senior Director of Valve Development and Testing at Edwards). He
had signed Edwards' PPD but had not provided a witness statement.
The judge said it could not be correct that Edwards had only become aware of the
argument because of the statements in the expert evidence. But more importantly,
the suggested approach meant that Boston's counsel would have to cross-examine
Edwards' fact witness without any idea of what the witness' views were on the topics.
On the third day of trial, Edwards sought permission to adduce a witness statement
from their proposed fact witness. Permission was denied. The judge said ([178][179]):
"Assuming that Mr Joseph had intended to outline 'other technical
developments' required before Edwards could implement the idea of
the skirt, Mr Meade would not have been in a position to test the
accuracy and completeness of Mr Joseph's evidence regarding what
Edwards' valve development team had done. That would only have
been possible had Boston's legal team, at least, been given access to
Edwards' research documents in due time. Mr Joseph was a
technical man, but if he had also been intending to allude to
marketing or other commercial factors he felt were relevant, Boston
again were entitled to sufficient time to look into such factors in
advance of Mr Joseph's giving oral evidence.
In short, in my view Edwards' application was far too late. Edwards
took a strategic decision in August or September 2016 regarding how
it was going to deal with Boston's argument on the secondary
evidence and non-obviousness in this case, an argument that Boston
had clearly signalled. Allowing Edwards to reverse that decision after
the trial had started would have resulted in significant unfairness to
Boston."
The judge concluded that on the available evidence, no clear technical reason had
been established why Edwards' earlier THVs did not feature an outer skirt of the type
subsequently used on the 'Sapien 3' device. Edwards were in "as good a position as
the hypothetical skilled person" at the priority date; there was no reason to think that
Edwards were the "victims of idiosyncratic prejudice or ignorance."
55

Previous authority (Jacob LJ in Schlumberger ) indicated that secondary evidence
can come into play only after alternative reasons for why an invention was not
reached had been discounted. Edwards did not give alternative reasons in this case,
even though they knew that the issue was at large. Consequently, this generated a
suggestion, that was relevant but not conclusive, that the use of an outer skirt was not
something the skilled person would have considered at the priority date.
The judge's decision to prevent Edwards submitting evidence at a very late stage,
and to find relevance in Edwards' failure to use an outer skirt on a THV before the
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Sapien 3, is procedurally notable. It is worth bearing in mind the possible
consequences of ducking a line of argument that is not necessarily fully pleaded, in
the hope that it can be deflected on procedural grounds at trial. In most patent cases,
secondary evidence, including disclosure from the patentee about what the inventor
did, is a costly distraction but in a minority, it can be important.
56

In Varian v Elekta , Birss J addressed an interesting issue emerging in recent years
– does the skilled person have the same qualities for all purposes?
The gist of the patent was that of combining MRI and radiotherapy technology.
Radiotherapy is of course deployed as a direct beam, aimed at a tumour, to transmit
radiation, with as little as possible being passed to adjacent tissue. The trouble is that
people move, and they breathe. The idea of the patent was to have simultaneous
MRI scanning to track the exact location of the tumour, and send a message to the
radiotherapy technology to ensure that it is, at all times, accurately targeted.
Elekta put forward three cases of obviousness, and one comprised a squeeze with
the question of insufficiency.
Giving a basic statement on the law of inventive step, the judge, Birss J, said ([282]):
"As a matter of law, the skilled person is deemed to read any given
prior art document with interest. That law exists to protect the public.
However, the skilled person's reaction to an item of prior art will
depend on the facts and circumstances, including their common
general knowledge, what problems they may or may not be interested
in, and what the document says. The fact a document is in a different
field from their own is a relevant factor. It does not stop the skilled
person from reading it with interest but it may mean they do so and
then put it on one side. One legally appropriate outcome is for the
skilled person to say: "I have read it with interest but I am not
interested.""
One item of prior art was known as 'Van Vaals'. This was an international patent
application which proposed using MRI imaging to determine the movement or
instantaneous position of the target region and then use that information to control an
ultrasound source. Thus the ultrasound heating would be concentrated substantially
within the moving target region and the tissue outside the target hardly heated.
Birss J found the patent in suit to be obvious in the light of Van Vaals and
summarised his reasoning as follows ([313]):
"A skilled team which involves an RT skilled person and an MRI
skilled person interacting with each other does not involve hindsight.
This is not a case like Schlumberger in which the invention brought
two kinds of skilled people together. The two skilled people already
interacted with each other. Accurate targeting in general and the
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problems of tumour movement were a major issue in the common
general knowledge at the priority date. Van Vaals is addressed to
this very problem and teaches the use of MRI imaging during
treatment as a solution. It is not mentioned in Van Vaals but to an RT
skilled person it would be obvious to think of applying this to external
radiotherapy. The MRI skilled person would not dismiss the idea.
They would think that it was a major challenge to combine the two
machines but they would see the problems as matters which could be
addressed using known techniques. The relevant claims are invalid."
Varian made the point that Van Vaals was a patent from the Philips company, which
was engaged in radiotherapy as well as MRI and ultrasound at the relevant time and
yet they appeared not to have come up with the invention. In around 1997, Elekta
acquired the radiotherapy interests of Philips Medical Systems, and Elekta's
development of a clinical system comprising a Linac and an MRI machine that could
operate simultaneously had been in a consortium with Philips. So Varian's point on
Philips was a rhetorical question – if it was obvious over their Van Vaals document,
why was there no evidence Philips thought of it at the time? The judge said that there
was some evidence that the idea only started to be taken forward by the groups now
involved in the consortium some years after 1997, from 2000. But the judge was not
persuaded on this. He said ([312]):
"So I accept Varian have a point here as a form of secondary
evidence but it is just as speculative to work out what Philips may or
may not have done with Van Vaals as it is to speculate about why
Varian themselves have not produced an MR-Linac since claiming
the invention 20 years ago. This secondary evidence is not strong
enough to carry sufficient weight in the obviousness analysis."
Elekta submitted that if the patent was sufficient despite the paucity of its disclosure, it
must follow that the invention was obvious once the radiotherapist skilled person
(having been presented with and read the prior art) spoke to the MRI skilled person.
Birss J did not agree. He said ([308]):
"That is because the position of the skilled person is not the same in
the two situations and so the conclusion that if it is sufficient it must
be obvious does not follow.
One needs to examine the
circumstances. On the other hand, evidence directed to one situation
may be relevant to the other and this is reflected in the way each side
puts its case on obviousness."
57

In Unwired Planet v Huawei (technical) , the question of secondary evidence
raised its head again, albeit in a fairly diluted form.
Huawei contended that, at first instance before Birss J, on the primary evidence of the
expert witnesses a finding of obviousness was effectively compelled, and that the
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judge had recognised this. What had made the difference was the secondary
evidence, but on their assertion on appeal, this was not capable of amounting to
persuasive evidence of non-obviousness.
On the law, Floyd LJ looked at a number of previous decisions including MedImmune
58
v Novartis . In that case Kitchen LJ had noted the multi-factorial evaluation of
evidence needed against a simple statutory test, which underpinned the reluctance of
an appeal court to interfere with the judge's decision on the issue of obviousness. As
59
long ago as 1997 in Biogen v Medeva , Lord Hoffmann had said that the need for
appellate caution in reversing the judge's evaluation of the facts was because specific
findings of fact, even by the most meticulous judge, were inherently an incomplete
statement of the impression which was made upon him by the primary evidence.
60
However, by reference to the judgment of Sir Robin Jacob in Teva v Leo , Floyd LJ
noted that all this did not mean to say that obviousness was an appeal-free zone.
However, in this case, reviewing the evidence, Floyd LJ upheld Birss J finding ([114]):
"I have to confess that I found the surgical division of the evidence
into "primary" and "secondary" a rather unreal one on the facts of this
case. The judge found that the relevant skilled person or team was a
telecoms systems engineer who would be interested in the work of
the standards body in the context of designing or implementing the
RLC for the developing LTE system and would be interested in the
inputs to standardisation meetings. An expert witness seeking to
assist the court on the issue of obviousness would, as it seems to me,
not be doing his duty if he did not make himself aware in general
terms of the work of the standards body and, in particular, the
technical discussions which were taking place. Failure to do so would
leave him exposed to the accusation that the evidence he was giving
was divorced from reality. In the present case it was not possible to
insulate the primary expert evidence from the secondary evidence of
what occurred in the standardisation meetings. Any experts were
bound to rely on, or be asked to explain, the technical discussions
which were going on at the priority date."
Floyd LJ noted that Huawei's approach demanded of the Court of Appeal a detailed
review of the expert evidence to see whether it did indeed compel a finding of
obviousness, before turning to the evidence of what happened in the committee itself
and asking whether it could, on its own, support a finding of non-obviousness.
Requiring in this way an almost complete review of the evidence, this amounted to "a
serious inroad" into the approach identified to appeals on obviousness in the
authorities cited.
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Notwithstanding these comments, Floyd LJ did conduct a basic analysis of the expert
evidence as given at the trial. He concluded ([133]):
"Pulling this together, the judge made no error of principle in placing
reliance on what the documents showed as to what occurred in the
relevant standards-setting committee. There was ample material
before him on which he was entitled to rely to reject the allegation of
lack of inventive steps."
Dosing regimens
61

In Actavis v ICOS (1 November 2017) , the first instance judgment of Birss J in the
tadalafil case reversed by the Court of Appeal.
Birss J had agreed with Actavis that the skilled team, in the light of prior art called
"Daugan" would undertake a "go no-go" Phase IIa study of a single dose of tadalafil in
a relatively small group of patients using a 15mg dose. The skilled team would
embark upon this with a reasonable expectation of success. Following successful
results, a routine Phase IIb dose ranging study would be conducted in a larger group
of patients, which would include 25mg, 50mg, and 100mg doses (but the judge
concluded that the 10mg would not be included at this stage). The skilled team would
not necessarily expect the lowest dose to be large enough to be clinically relevant, but
the results would show that there was no difference in the efficacy end point between
the three dosages. Rather than a dose/response curve, an efficacy plateau would be
seen, whereas the side-effects would show a dose response curve. The judge then
assumed that a further single dose ranging study would be conducted which included
5mg and 10mg doses as well as the higher ones. However, at this stage, the judge
considered that the skilled team would not have had a reasonable expectation that
the drug at the 5 mg dose would be a useful treatment, nor any expectation at all that
the drug would produce a clinically relevant effect but with minimal side effects. They
would be surprised by this. Stepping back and considering the factor articulated in
62
Generics v Lundbeck , Birss J concluded that claim 7 (the Swiss form claim) involved
an inventive step. The other claims entitled to priority were similarly not obvious.
Upon the evidence, the judge reached similar reasoning for chronic daily dosing also.
I have to say that I did find Birss J's reasoning hard to follow. It was hard to see the
point in the process where the obviousness argument was lost and the trials became
too remote in his view. The Court of Appeal duly disagreed with the judge. Quoting
63
his own previous judgment in Novartis v Generics , Kitchen LJ said ([133]):
"…In deciding whether the invention was obvious to the skilled but
unimaginative addressee at the priority date the court will have regard
to all the circumstances of the case including, where appropriate,
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whether it was obvious to try a particular route with a reasonable or
fair expectation of success. What is a reasonable or fair expectation
of success will again depend upon all the circumstances and will vary
from case to case. Sometimes…it may be appropriate to consider
whether it is more or less self-evident that what is being tested ought
to work. So…simply including something in a research project in the
hope that something might turn up is unlikely to be enough. But I
reject the submission that the court can only make a finding of
obviousness where it is manifest that a test ought to work. That
would be to impose a straitjacket upon the assessment of
obviousness which is not warranted by the statutory test and would,
for example, preclude a finding of obviousness in a case where the
results of an entirely routine test are unpredictable."
In the Actavis v ICOS case, Kitchin LJ continued ([134]):
"I have no doubt that the judge had all these principles well in mind in
carrying out his assessment. Furthermore, where no question of
principle is involved, an appellate court will be very cautious in
differing from a judge's evaluation. However, says [counsel for
Actavis], in this case the judge did make errors of principle, failed to
take into account relevant matters, asked himself the wrong questions
and failed to distinguish relevant from irrelevant factors."
Going on to conclude that the patent was indeed invalid for obviousness, Kitchen LJ
said ([152]):
"The judge has lost sight of the fact that, on his own findings, the
claimed invention lies at the end of the familiar path through the
routine pre-clinical and clinical trials process. The skilled but noninventive team would embark on that process with a reasonable
expectation of success and in the course of it they would carry out
Phase IIb dose ranging studies with the aim of finding out, among
other things, the dose response relationship. It is very likely that in so
doing they would test a dose of 5mg tadalafil per day and, if they did
so, they would find that it is safe and efficacious. At that point they
would have arrived at the claimed invention. In my judgment claims 7
and 10 are therefore invalid."
Floyd LJ agreed, though not entirely for the same reasons. Noting that it was difficult
for the Court of Appeal to differ from a "very experienced patents Judge" he added a
few comments of his own saying ([155]-[156]):
"There is no difficulty about identifying the question which the court
has to answer on the issue of obviousness of claims 7 and 10. It is
whether it was obvious to the skilled team, in the light of Daugan, and
without knowledge of the invention, that a 5 mg daily dose of tadalafil
would be a safe and effective treatment, with minimal side effects….
If one notionally asks that question of the skilled team before it
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embarked on the investigations which Birss J chronicles in his
judgment, the answer would be, of course, that it was not obvious.
The skilled team would respond that it could not know without
conducting appropriate tests what if any dose of tadalafil would
achieve that goal.
The law, as it has developed at least in this jurisdiction, does not halt
its enquiry at this point, however. If it did, this would have been a
very short issue to decide. It is recognised that a patent will not be
granted for an invention which, though not obvious in this a priori
sense, is nevertheless an invention which would be arrived at by a
line of routine and uninventive enquiry which would be carried out by
a skilled team."
Floyd LJ went on to conclude ([172]):
"It is true that the judge made a finding that the skilled team would be
surprised by the result, namely efficacy at 5 mg/day. However it is a
result which on his findings would be arrived at by the standard,
routine enquiries into dose response which are required by Phase IIb
clinical trials. The surprising result, once uncovered, does not make
these routine enquiries inventive."
The third judge on the Court of Appeal panel was Lewison LJ. He added a few lines
of his own saying ([180]):
"This court has been at pains to warn against the over-elaboration of
the "obvious to try" line of cases. While there are a number of factors
which, depending on the circumstances, may bear on the question it
is not always necessary for all of them to be ticked off as if on a
checklist. As Kitchen and Floyd LJ have demonstrated, in a case
which involves routine pre-clinical and clinical trials, what would be
undertaken as part of that routine is unlikely to inventive."
Where does all this leave us? As usual, little further forward. Perhaps in some doubt
as to the prospects of a patent for which the invention resides in a dosing regimen
being found inventive. There is also perhaps a slight opening of the door on the
question of secondary evidence, which clearly played a part in one case and may
have done in another. However, the issues regarding the question of "obviousness to
try" are still at large, and the very specific circumstances pertaining to most dosing
regimen 'inventions' mean that the wider implications of the judgment are likely to be
limited.
(d)

Insufficiency
I once omitted this section completely on the grounds that it was "insufficiently
interesting". My heart still sinks as I approach it, but unfortunately there is a lot at
large and a couple of cases which need consideration.
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Turning first to Edwards Lifesciences v Boston Scientific , this case involved two
Boston patents, both of which were derived from the same parent application,
claiming apparatus for endovascularly replacing a patient's heart valve (including the
replacement valve). The patents referred to the use of a fabric seal to prevent blood
flow around the valve when fully deployed.
Edwards ran an insufficiency squeeze: that in so far as Boston contended the
inventions were not obvious because the skilled person would have been deterred
from the skirt idea (since it would add to the delivery profile of the device), neither
patent disclosed how to circumvent the difficulty.
However, Boston's arguments did not hinge on the delivery profile, and in any case it
was not suggested that the skilled team would be unable to perform the inventions
having read the patents. So the insufficiency squeeze did not succeed.
HHJ Hacon summed it up like this ([224]):
"First, Boston's arguments did not hinge on delivery profile.
Secondly, even if they had and to the extent that the delivery profile
was discussed, it does not follow that the Patents failed sufficiently to
disclose the inventions. It was not suggested that the skilled team
would be unable to perform the inventions having read the Patents. If
the skilled team had laboured under a technical prejudice in
December 2003 regarding delivery profile, it would have been
removed by the teaching of the Patents."
65

The case of Sandoz v Searle touches on sufficiency in an interesting context. The
patent in question was still alive courtesy of a Supplementary Protection Certificate.
The challenge was to the SPC, and in particular, reference was made to article 3(a) of
the SPC Regulation which stipulates that "the product is protected by a patent in
force".
Article 4 of the Regulation states:
"Within the limits of the protection conferred by the basic patent, the
protection conferred by a certificate shall extend only to the product
covered by the authorisation to place the corresponding medicinal
product on the market and for any use of the product as a medicinal
product that has been authorised before the expiry of the certificate."
Various authorities have made it clear that the product must fall within at least one
claim of the patent.
This case gave rise to a number of interesting issues.
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The first involves the use of Markush formulae in the wording of patent claims. This
has been established for some time, since the 1924 decision on the Commissioner of
Patents in the USA in the case Exparte Markush. The UKIPO's "Manual of Patent
Practice" includes the following commentary on Markush claims:
"A claim whether independent or dependent, can refer to alternatives
provided that this does not make the claim obscure or difficult to
construe. However, such claim formulations should be avoided if, by
reason of the large number of alternatives, the generality of the claim
is impossible to search in its entirety. Markush claims are an
example of this type of claim: such claims set out a number of
alternatives (possibly using words such as "selected from the group
consisting of …"). They are often used in chemical cases as a way of
setting out various functionally equivalent alternatives in one or more
parts of the chemical compound being claimed."
For reasons which will become clear, the question of the presumption of validity of a
patent was a relevant consideration in this case.
Arnold J said ([36]):
"A granted patent is presumed to be valid until the contrary is shown.
It is curiously hard to find clear modern authority for this obvious
proposition, although it is long established…and was authoritatively
stated to be the law under the Patents Act 1949 in American Cynamid
v Ethicon. ….For the avoidance of doubt, presumption of validity
simply means that the burden of proving that the patent is invalid lies
upon a party asserting invalidity to do so by one of the procedures
permitted under section 74 of the 1977 Act. It has no bearing on the
standard of proof, which is the ordinary civil standard of the balance
of probabilities."
In this case, the claimants put the validity of the SPC in suit, but not the patent itself,
from which the SPC was derived.
The product which underpinned the SPC involved a compound known as darunavir.
The claimants' contention, as described by the judge, was ([58]):
"…that darunavir is not specified or identified in any of the claims of
the patent: although darunavir falls within the claims due to their
immense breadth, it is not specifically identified by name or structure
in the claims or anywhere in the specification, nor is there any
teaching in the Patent which points to darunavir, and in particular its
1
novel and unusual P group. The Claimants say that a Markush claim
does not specify or identify a product unless the skilled person would
consider the product to be part of the subject-matter of the patent
based on their reading of the specification and their common general
knowledge as at the priority date without undue burden or further
invention, and that this test is not satisfied in the present case.
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Accordingly, the Claimants contend that darunavir is not "protected"
by the patent within the meaning of Article 3(a)."
Pulling the threads together, Arnold J asserted that, in reality, the claimants' objection
was that claim one of the patent was of excessive breadth because it encompassed a
vast number of compounds which the skilled person could not make even a tiny
fraction of and which it was not plausible would all be efficacious as protease
inhibitors. If well founded, however, that was an objection to the validity of the patent.
Arnold J said ([66]):
"It amounts to saying that the claims are obvious on AgrEvo grounds
or insufficient. But as I have already pointed out, the patent is
presumed to be valid unless and until the claimants put its validity in
issue, which they have not done."
Arnold J concluded that it was not necessary for the active ingredient to be identified
in the claim by means of a structural formula: it was sufficient for the active ingredient
to be covered by a functional description provided that the claims "relate, implicitly but
necessarily and specifically, to the active ingredient". He said ([63]):
"It is clear from this that the identification of the active ingredient in
the claim by means of a structural formula is permissible, but not
essential; that is not necessary for the claim individually to name or
depict the active ingredient; and that it is not necessarily an objection
that the claim in question covers a large number of other compounds
in addition to the active ingredient in question."
This case could have fallen under the heading "Insufficiency" or "Supplementary
Protection Certificates", but since I always steer clear of the latter in this talk, I have
placed it here.
66

The last point in relation to insufficiency arises from the case of Generics v Yeda .
Yeda's patent claimed a dosing regimen comprising "…three subcutaneous injections
of a 40mg dose of glatiramer acetate every seven days with at least one day between
each subcutaneous injection…", referred to as "TIW".
Generics ran a combined attack on the patent based on lack of inventive step for want
of technical contribution (AgrEvo obviousness) and insufficiency.
They also
contended that, if the claimed inventions were not obvious over the prior art, then
there was nothing in the patent which made it plausible that 40 mg TIW would be
efficacious compared to placebo, or as efficacious as the known regimen of 20 mg
subcutaneous injections daily ("20 mg QD") or more tolerable, because the patent
contained neither any clinical data nor any theoretical justification for such a
supposition beyond what was already known to the skilled person. Accordingly, the
claimants contended that the claimed inventions made no technical contribution to the
art and therefore did not involve an inventive step in accordance with the principles
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recently summarised by Floyd LJ in previous litigation between the same parties –
67
Generics v Yeda (2013) . Alternatively they contended that the claims were
insufficient in accordance with the principles summarised by Kitchin LJ in the Idenix v
68
Gilead case. The comments in the judgment of Arnold J are worth capturing in full
([192]-[195]):
"This contention is advanced by the Claimants by way of a squeeze.
Counsel for the Defendants submitted that there was no squeeze,
however, because the legal tests to be applied were different:
obviousness required a fair expectation of success, whereas
plausibility was a lower standard which merely required that the claim
should not be speculative…
Counsel for the Claimants accepted that the legal tests to be applied
were different. He submitted that this did not matter on the facts of
the present case because all that the Defendants could rely upon to
establish that the claimed conventions were not speculative was the
skilled person's common general knowledge outlined above. If 40mg
TIW was not obvious to try with a fair expectation of success in the
light of the skilled person's common general knowledge, then the
claim that 40mg TIW would be efficacious compared to placebo was
speculative and the claim that it would be as efficacious and more
tolerable than a 20mg QD was even more speculative.
Counsel for the Defendants submitted that this argument failed to
take into account the need to provide pharmaceutical companies with
an incentive to finance the huge cost of Phase III trials and the need
for pharmaceutical companies to file patent applications before the
results of such trials were known if the applications were to have any
real prospect of leading to valid patents. I acknowledge the relevance
of these policy considerations, but in my view they are already
reflected in the legal tests applied by the courts. As is well known,
the patent system does not always provide a satisfactory incentive for
innovation. The remedy for such problems lies elsewhere.
In my judgment, if the claimed inventions were not obvious, then the
claim that 40mg TIW would be efficacious compared to placebo was
credible, but the claim that it would be as efficacious and more
tolerable than 20mg QD was speculative. I therefore conclude that
claim 3 would be invalid for lack of an inventive step and insufficiency,
but not claim 1 as I have construed it."
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(e)

Added Matter
There is normally relatively little to say on this point, and that remains the case this
69
year. However, there is one decision of some note, namely Varian v Elekta , a
judgment of Birss J at first instance.
This is the case relating to the combined MRI/radiotherapy scanners.
Birss J explained the law by reference to two previous cases saying ([332]-[333]):
"…the fact that an amendment increases the scope of what is
covered does not make that amendment add matter. But it does not
mean that increases in coverage get a free pass. If an amendment
which increases coverage also has the effect of the patent disclosing
new matter then that amendment is unlawful. Putting it another way –
if all the amendment achieves is an increase in scope relative to what
went before then it does not add matter, but the fact it increases
scope does not mean it cannot also add matter (AC Edwards). That
latter question just depends on the particular circumstances.
Sometimes the AC Edwards point arises from a generalisation. So in
AC Edwards itself the application disclosed a coil spring and had
been generalised to spring means. The latter is of wider scope but
while it would cover a different kind of spring from a coil, such as a
leaf spring, it does not disclose the idea of a leaf spring and so the
wider scope does not add matter. Similarly in AP Racing the
application disclosed a J shaped unit and had been generalised to an
asymmetric unit. Asymmetric has wider scope than J shaped and
might cover (say) F shaped or P shaped. However "asymmetric"
does not disclose the idea of an F shaped or the P shaped unit and
so the wider coverage does not add matter. If one asked the
question – what would the skilled person build given the patent after
amendment, the skilled person would still use a coiled spring in AC
Edwards or a J shaped unit in AP Racing. So there was no added
matter."
I am not entirely sure that I understand that approach.

(f)

Patentable Subject Matter
Aesthetic creation
It is always nice when a rare point arises, and such was the case in Epoch v
70
Character Options . This was a case under section 1(2)(b) of the Patents Act,
which prohibits from patentability "any other aesthetic creation whatsoever".
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The claim in suit was to a "fusible bead toy comprising a polyhedral particulate bead
made of transparent and water soluble resin".
The product arising was a toy comprising children's decorative beads made of water
soluble resin, the beads being polyhedral and transparent, and the tray supplied with
the beads having grooves in which the beads would sit sufficiently closely as to be
able to bond when wet.
The judge, HHJ Hacon, had to turn to Technical Board of Appeal authority to find
something to support his propositions in this case. In particular, case T 686/90
Hettling-Denker appeared to be on point.
In that case the claim in issue was to:
"flat or cuboid translucent building modules with at least two flat surfaces
made of transparent material, which are bonded together without significant
loss of light, having at least part of one of the inner flat surfaces covered by a
multi-coloured art work of any shape in the style of stained glass, directly
applied to screen printing, which after the bonding process is protected
against weathering and mechanical damage".
The Technical Board of Appeal held that this was not a claim to an aesthetic creation
as such. The invention was a building module which gave the impression of being a
stained glass artwork. The contribution to the art was a new type of effect imparted
by a building module. One could reasonably call it an aesthetic effect, but it was not
an effect consisting of any particular design or group of designs. It was a technical
effect. The design used could have been anything. The invention was therefore not
an aesthetic creation as such.
HHJ Hacon concluded ([51]):
"The contribution to the art in the present case could also reasonably
be described as an aesthetic effect, imparted by a fusible bead toy.
An aesthetic effect is not, though, of itself an aesthetic creation. In
particular, the effect here is not achieved by the creation of a
particular design or group of designs. The invention claim is therefore
not an aesthetic creation as such."
It is perhaps worth noting that the first reported patent in this country, granted in the
reign of King Henry VI, was to craftsmen constructing the Chapel at Eton College, for
the assembly of stained glass windows. It appears that the question of aesthetic
effect may have been dealt with some time ago – there is nothing new under the sun.
Discovery
Honestly, you wait most of a career for cases on Section 1(2) to come along, and then
71
two come along in the same year. In Illumina v Premaitha , Henry Carr J had to
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deal briefly with issues raising out of section 1(2)(a) in relation to what might
constitute "a discovery".
72

The judge referred back to Lord Hoffmann in Kirin-Amgen , where he said ([77]):
"An invention is a practical product or process, not information about
the natural world."
It was certainly necessary to distinguish substance from form. Referring to other
previous authority, Henry Carr J identified that a claim is not saved from
unpatentability simply by the addition of the phrase "the use of". A four-part
structured approach to objections of excluded subject matter had been set out by the
73
Court of Appeal in the Aerotel case in 2007, and further explained in the Symbian
74
case in 2009. This requires the Court to:
(i)

properly construe the claim;

(ii)

identify the actual contribution;

(iii)

ask whether the identified contribution falls solely within the excluded subject
matter; and

(iv)

check whether the actual or alleged contribution is actually technical in
nature.

In the Illumina case, the contention on this issue was that, in substance, claim 1 was
a claim to any method involving the discovery that foetal DNA that is paternally
inherited and not possessed by the mother was detectable in maternal serum/plasma.
There were no technical limits imposed on the method of detection. Nor, on Illumina's
case, was there any requirement that the method of claim 1 resulted or enabled any
meaningful technical effect. The judge said that the contention was that ([187]):
"The contribution is simply the discovery that certain foetal nucleic
acids that are paternally inherited and not possessed by the mother
are detectable in maternal serum or plasma samples.
That
contribution is a mere discovery and is not technical."
As it turns out, no ruling was necessary on this, so the findings of the judge are purely
obiter. However, he did see fit to express his conclusions, in case he was overturned
on other issues. Henry Carr J found ([189]):
"I do not accept that, properly construed, claim 1 is a claim to a
discovery as such. The claims are not directed to information about
72
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the natural world, but rather to a practical process, namely a
"detection method" which uses information about the natural world.
Claim 1 is directed to the detection of foetal DNA in a sample of
plasma or serum. Such samples do not exist in the natural world and
must be artificially created. The claimed method of detection is also
an artificial process which does not exist in the natural world. The
claim is to a practical process of implementing a discovery, for
practical applications. The actual contribution, as a matter of
substance, does not fall solely within the excluded subject matter and
is technical in nature."
(g)

Amendment
75

The case of Zircotec v TWI raised the issue of amendment, and was heard by Sir
Geoffrey Vos. TWI challenged Zircotec's patent using the UK IPO opinion procedure.
A non-binding opinion was handed down that the patent was invalid. TWI sought
unconditional revocation. Zircotec then filed an alternative set of claims with a
request for conditional amendment. The senior examiner recommended that the
amendment should not be allowed. Zircotec promptly filed a further set of claims.
This time the hearing officer directed that if he determined the patent in its original
form to be invalid, he would be willing to consider whether these second amendments
would save it, and if so he would consider allowing the amendment. He duly did just
that.
TWI appealed to the High Court. So did Zircotec, regarding the validity of the original
version of the patent. Sir Geoffrey Vos found the original patent had been properly
found invalid, but also allowed the amendment. He said ([37]):
"I do not accept there is any basis for the contention that the
approach adopted by the Hearing Officer was an abuse of the
procedure. He made it perfectly clear in his letter of 3 February 2016
that he intended to adopt a procedure that would allow amendments
to be decided upon and that he might, if he saw fit, issue an interim
decision giving the defendant an opportunity to amend in order to
avoid a revocation of the patent. Mr Moss might justifiably think that
the Hearing Officer strived somewhat too hard to find a way in which
the patent might be saved, but that was his privilege."
4

TECHNICAL MATTERS AND PROCEDURE AND EXPERT EVIDENCE
76

Dealing first with the case of Anan Kasei v Molycorp , this gave rise to an issue regarding
disclosure.
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Disclosure of experimental protocol
In a brief interim judgment, Birss J ordered Molycorp to give disclosure in respect of an
experimental protocol. He said ([1]-[2]):
"The fact that protocol may involve a variation from the steps in
example 1 of '412 is not a reason why it does not fall within the earlier
order. Therefore, it seems to me that since there is a proper case
that this sort of material is in existence, it should be disclosed.
I quite understand, ultimately, your case is going to be that the
protocol was developed by your expert Mr Brophy. Therefore this
material may have much less or even no significance at all. However,
that is a matter for trial."
The trend, supposedly, has been for less disclosure in intellectual property litigation generally,
and patent litigation in particular in recent years. However, as has been evident from a
number of cases this year, the judges are not afraid to order fairly substantial disclosure if
they think it will further the course of justice, or, as in this case, merely ensure a level playing
field, even if the issue itself is not likely to proceed much further.
Post-settlement judgment
77

Another interesting point arose in the case of Varian v Elekta . This was a judgment of Birss
J, but after the draft judgment was circulated, the parties settled the case and asked the judge
not to hand down final judgment. However, the patent had been found invalid, so Birss J
ruled that the public interest in knowing that the patent had been found invalid outweighed any
private interests of the parties. Accordingly the judgment was duly handed down. It is not
clear what effect that judgment had on the settlement itself.
Listing
78

In Chugai v UCB Pharma , a case heard by Rose J, a technical point arose in relation to
listing times.
In December 2016 Chugai had commenced the claim for a declaration that one of its products
was not a product which would, but for the licence granted to them, infringe any claim of the
defendants' patent, and thus that no royalty should be payable under a previously concluded
licence.
The issue underlying their claim was whether their product infringed a US patent.
UCB had not yet served a defence but had issued an application for the claim to be set aside
or stayed and a declaration that the court had no jurisdiction or should not exercise it,
contending that infringement was inextricably linked with validity, including regarding the
77
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construction of the patent in the light of US prosecution history. UCB's application was listed
to be heard in late April 2017.
Chugai did not want to wait for the outcome of the jurisdictional challenge before the trial of its
claim was set. It wanted the setting of the trial window to take place as soon as possible in
order to ensure that it took place within 12 months in accordance with Arnold J's Practice
th
Statement of 7 December 2015.
UCB objected on the basis of the prospects of wasted costs in respect of the main claim,
which they estimated could be as much as £500,000.
Rose J considered various previous authorities which dealt with relatively similar situations,
and concluded ([20]):
"What I take from this is that there are often good commercial
reasons why the parties choose a jurisdiction to deal with
infringement points that is different from the jurisdiction where the
patent was granted. The choice of jurisdiction should not lightly be
overridden just because there may be aspects of the dispute that
arise on the operation of the licence agreement which might turn
tangentially on the validity of the patent. That must have been in the
contemplation of the parties when they agreed a choice of law clause
and it should not be allowed to defeat that choice."
Rose J then concluded that it would not be right to let the listing of the trial go off until May or
June when the result of the jurisdiction challenge was known. She considered the decision of
79
Laddie J in the case of Celltech v MedImmune . She stressed the importance of the court
enforcing the choice of jurisdiction clause that the parties had chosen in their licence, even if
there was some overlap between infringement issues covered by the clause and invalidity
issues which should be heard by the court of the country where the patent is registered.
Rose J noted that the wasted costs point had some merit, though also noted that it was
accepted by counsel for Chugai that if costs were incurred and the jurisdiction challenge
succeeded, Chugai would have to pay the costs thrown away and they were prepared to do
that. The judge acknowledged that this was not a complete answer because there are always
some irrecoverable costs, but she felt it did sufficiently mitigate the potential damage suffered
by UCB if a stay was not granted.
Rose J placed considerable weight on the practice direction stipulation that a trial should take
place within 12 months and that this is not dependent on the claimant having acted promptly
in bring its claim. In other words, it is not to be put to one side simply because the claimant
has not brought proceedings at the first possible point. There would have to be a very good
reason why the practice direction should not be applied. Accordingly the matter was set down
for trial. Rose J did however make the following proviso ([33]):
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"I will reflect my concern about wasted costs to this extent. I will
direct that the trial be set down for a window starting no earlier than
the beginning of the Hilary term in January 2018 …"
The upshot of that slight postponement would be to ensure that the majority of costs in the
main action need not be incurred until after the result of the jurisdiction challenge.
Experiments and related mechanisms
Daniel Alexander QC, sitting as a deputy judge again this year, handed down a notable
80
judgment in Magnesium Elektron v Neo Chemicals looking at the law regarding privilege,
waiver of privilege, disclosure and other means of providing information in patent cases
involving experiments. As well as providing guidance as to what might need to be made
available in the course of litigation in the context of experiments, the judgment highlights the
need to consider the full palate of options available under the Civil Procedure Rules – the
reigning in of disclosure necessitates a broadening of legal strategy.
The issue was whether Magnesium Elektron had complied with a case management order
that it "give standard disclosure by list in form N265 (modified as appropriate) (including, for
the avoidance of doubt, privileged material pursuant to Mayne Pharma v Debiopharm [2006]
FSR 37) in relation to the documents directly associated with or underlying the evidence
adduced under paragraph 6 of this Order". Rather than providing a list of documents in the
proscribed form, Magnesium Elektron provided a number of witness statements with
extensive exhibits.
Daniel Alexander QC went back to first principles. He said that legal professional privilege
is a fundamental right, which has long been regarded as essential for the purposes of the rule
81
of law and access to justice (Three Rivers ). It extends to communications with a third party
for the purposes of litigation because it is a single privilege encompassing both legal advice
privilege and litigation privilege. Legal professional privilege can be abrogated by statute, but
only by clear words. It may also be voluntarily eroded or destroyed by waiver.
Deployment of a document at trial may result in a waiver of privilege in other related material
82
(Nea Karteria ). The scope of the waiver, said the deputy judge, is a function of the contents
of the document and the nature of its deployment. This takes account of (a) the material of
which the deployed document forms part and (b) the representations express and implied
made by the act of deploying the document. Blanket waiver in classes of documents on the
footing that part of the class has been deployed is not appropriate save in cases where, for
example, a client is suing a solicitor and thereby putting the whole of the relationship in issue.
Turning to experiments in patent cases, the deputy judge said that their purpose and context
meant that what was fair and reasonable to reveal or disclose, and what constituted "cherry
picking", had to be seen against a different background from that of many other cases
80
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concerned with waiver or privilege. Nevertheless, once previously privileged documents were
deployed, questions arose as to the scope of the waiver of privilege and the provisions
regarding disclosure.
83

In Mayne Pharma , the claimant's case was that the patent was anticipated because the
"inevitable" result of putting the prior art into practice was that one obtained the patented
invention. Applying the Nea Karteria principles, Pumfrey J concluded that service of the notice
of experiments waived the privilege in work-up experiments.
The deputy judge thought there were two kinds of cases in which the Mayne Pharma
approach could be clearly and easily applied, namely "inevitable result" cases and
"completeness of data" cases (i.e. where the issue is whether an experiment is repeatable or
exhibits significant variation in result). However, in other cases, it may be less straightforward
to describe material as "work-up" or "directly" related to a particular experiment and a more
cautious or focused approach is needed. This is consistent with the modern move away from
default standard disclosure towards bespoke solutions for the provision of information.
In the English legal system, disclosure is one of the key weapons for testing an opponent's
case, but it can be expensive and disproportionate. Hence the updates to the CPR (Part 31,
rule 5) such that standard disclosure is now one of six options. In keeping with the overriding
objective, the deputy judge said that disclosure should be restricted to what is necessary in
the individual case. In the context of experiments, other options for obtaining information and
challenging the opponent's case include requests for further information (Part 18.1), putting
written questions to experts (Part 35.6), the provisions regarding statements of case, and rival
experiments. The provision of issue-specific information may be more appropriate than
general or issue-based disclosure. For example, if a question is why particular criteria were
employed and whether they were justifiable, the real answer may lie in the view of an expert.
Such considerations are relevant both to the assessment of the scope of any waiver and the
appropriate award of disclosure.
Turning to the present case, the deputy judge concluded that the disclosure required to be
given did not extend, for example, to materials recording preliminary investigations leading to
the particular experiment. Nor did it extend to legal advice given to Magnesium Elektron by its
lawyers or to draft expert reports. Further, although not compliant with the letter of the earlier
case management direction, Magnesium Elektron's approach had been "sensible" and Birss
J's order should be varied accordingly.
DNIs regarding non-UK designations
Finally in this section, a very significant judgment for European patent litigation strategy was
84
handed down in December, in Eli Lilly v Genentech . In this case, Birss J refused to set
aside service of Lilly's claims for declarations of non-infringement in respect of several nonUK designations of Genentech's patent. In the same proceedings, Lilly also sought
declarations of non-infringement in respect of the UK designation and challenged the validity
of the UK designation.
83
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85

One might be forgiven for asking what is new about that, given that in Actavis v Lilly the
Supreme Court ruled on Actavis' claim for declarations of non-infringement in respect of a
number of non-UK designations of Lilly's patent.
The interesting difference is in the facts preceding service of the claim. In the Actavis case,
Actavis' lawyers wrote to the individual registered for service in respect of the UK designation
of Lilly's EP '508, asking that the letter be treated as also relating to a number of non-UK
designations of the same patent. In the course of subsequent correspondence, Lilly's
solicitors accepted service without limiting the acceptance to the UK designation. Actavis then
issued and served on Lilly's solicitors its claim for declarations of non-infringement in respect
of several designations. Lilly contested service and jurisdiction but Arnold J held that Lilly had
86
consented to service and thereby consented to the jurisdiction of the court over the claim.
Lilly ultimately triumphed in the Supreme Court in the pemetrexed litigation, as discussed
above. In 2017, Lilly issued proceedings in the Patents Court seeking revocation of the UK
designation of Genentech's EP '822 (UK) and declarations of non-infringement in respect of
that designation. In addition, its proceedings included claims for declarations of noninfringement in relation to five other designations of EP '822 - covering France, Germany,
Spain, Italy and Ireland - referred to as the "Related Claims".
Lilly obtained from the court on an ex parte basis permission to serve the proceedings out of
the jurisdiction on the proprietor Genentech Inc, a US corporation; it duly served them.
Genentech then applied to the court to have service set aside, running three cases.
First, Genentech argued that the service gateway (CPR Part 6) was not satisfied. It was not in
dispute that Lilly had a "properly arguable case" on the merits of the case. The issue was
whether Lilly had "much the better argument" that the gateway of PD 6B 3.1(4A) was
applicable, this being that the Related Claims arose out of "the same or closely connected
facts".
The judge considered that "the same or closely connected" tolerated differences in the facts
provided they were closely connected. The underlying provision had not been enacted in
order to fulfil any EU or other treaty obligations. Its purpose was to allow the joinder of such a
connected claim so as to further the interests of justice, including taking into account practical
considerations such as procedural economy and an avoidance of inconsistent results. An
"inconsistent" result (such as a finding that the UK designation of a European patent was
infringed but the German designation was not infringed by the same product) is broader than
a formally "irreconcilable" result.
The judge noted that it often makes "good practical sense to try claims together if they involve
common issues of fact".
In the present case, the Related Claims were claims for the same kind of relief relating to the
same product on the same assumed facts as the anchor claim. Although legally distinct
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claims for which the applicable law for each was that of the relevant state, those laws were all
based on the same key legislative materials (Art 69 EPC and the Protocol) and "experience
has shown that the Patents Court is well able to deal with that sort of issue". Accordingly, Lilly
had "much the better argument" that gateway 4A was applicable to the Related Claims.
Second, the judge rejected Genentech's case that the proceedings were "concerned with" the
validity of the non-UK designations and thereby engaged Article 24(4) of the Recast Brussels
Regulation 1215/2012 regarding exclusive jurisdiction. The judge said that it was clear that
under the Regulation, it was acceptable for issues of infringement (i.e. the interpretation of
claim scope) to include consideration of consequences for validity. This did not put validity in
issue. Further, in the present case it was unclear whether Genentech would claim for
infringement, and if it did so, whether Lilly would challenge the validity of the non-UK
designations. A complicating factor was the on-going opposition to the patent at the EPO,
which Lilly could join if it were sued for infringement. The judge decided that as presently
constituted, the proceedings would not engage Art 24(4). Until validity was in issue the court
should not set aside service.
Third, Genentech's challenge of forum non-conveniens was rejected too. The judge said that
England was clearly and distinctly the most appropriate forum for trying the Related Claims in
the interests of all the parties and the purposes of securing the ends of justice. The UK was a
major market (possibly the largest in Europe within the lifetime of the patent) and the Patents
Court was "well equipped" to handle cases of this kind, including cases which bring together a
group of non-UK patents from the same European bundle as the UK patent.
So, for a European patent bundle owned by an entity located outside of the EU/EEA, the
English Patents Court would appear willing to accept jurisdiction and permit service of
proceedings for declarations of non-infringement spanning many non-UK designations.
Actavis v Lilly is not merely an anomaly specific to its facts.
However, where the defendant patentee to be served is within the Brussels or Lugano
87
regimes, the service rules and mechanisms are different. In Parainen v Kristian Arnold J
struck out claims for declarations of non-infringement in respect of Finnish and Swedish
designations of a European patent. The claimant in that case sought to rely on CPR rule
63.14, which the Court of Appeal had ruled was not permissible in Actavis v Lilly. So rather
more imagination will be needed to secure jurisdiction and service of declaratory proceedings
against a European defendant.
5

COMPETITION LAW, SETTLEMENT AND LICENCING
Competition law
The big issue regarding competition law this year arose in the case of Unwired Planet v
88
Huawei (non-technical) . I have already given some consideration to this issue under the
heading of FRAND above. It was established that competition law is a different issue, and
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that behaviour which might fall outside the scope of FRAND, does not necessarily fall in
breach of competition law.
In assessing the dominant position of the holder of a standard essential patent (SEP) the
practical effect of the FRAND undertaking and the potential for hold-out by an implementer of
relevant technology may lead to the conclusion that an SEP holder is not in a dominant
position. European case law indicates that there can be a presumption of dominance but it
can be rebutted.
However, in the present case, in the absence of any positive case denying dominance
(Unwired Planet merely did not admit) and in the absence of any proper economic analysis
(no evidence from either party) the relevant facts were not, alone or together, sufficient to
justify not drawing the inference of dominance. These facts were:
(i)

the market for licences under the SEPs (the relevant market) was covered by the
FRAND undertaking;

(ii)

the market was one in which the licensee can engage in holding out; and

(iii)

there was some evidence that licensees do so.

Some commentators feel that, in reaching that conclusion in those terms, the judge has left
the door open to future cases challenging the notion that the ownership of SEPs equates to
dominance. Indeed this is already a live issue in pending litigation in the UK.
The next question is whether the conduct of either party amounts to an abuse of its dominant
position. For example, had Unwired Planet abused its dominant position by bringing litigation
prematurely?
The judge said that from the CJEU's judgment in the Huawei v ZTE
following principles for making this assessment ([744]):

89

case he derived the

"(i) In the judgment the CJEU has set out a scheme which both the patentee
and implementer can be expected to follow in the context of a dispute about a
patent declared essential to a standard and subject to a FRAND undertaking.
(ii) In stating that the implementer and patentee must express a willingness to
conclude a licence on FRAND terms, the CJEU is referring to willingness in
general terms. The fact that concrete proposals are also required does not
mean it is relevant to ask if those proposals are actually FRAND or not.
(iii) If the patentee complies with the scheme prior to starting a claim for
infringement of that patent which includes a claim for an injunction, then
bringing such a claim will not be abusive under Article 102.
(iv) In the circumstances contemplated by the CJEU, bringing a claim for
infringement of a SEP which includes a claim for an injunction without prior
89
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notice of any kind will necessarily be an abuse of dominant position. Insofar
as the decision identifies what is abusive rather than what is not, the decision
does not go further than that.
(v) Bringing a claim for infringement which includes a claim for an injunction
even with sufficient notice is capable of being an abuse of dominant position.
However the judgment does not hold that if the circumstances diverge from
the scheme set out in any way then a patentee will necessarily abuse their
dominant position by starting such a claim.
(vi) Nor does it follow that if the patentee complies with the scheme such that
bringing the action is not per se abusive, the patentee can behave within
impunity after issue. Again, the scheme sets out standards of behaviour
against which both parties' behaviour can be measured to decide if an abuse
has taken place.
(vii) If the patentee does abuse its dominant position in bringing the claim or
in its conduct after issue, that affords a defence to the claim for an injunction.
In other words the proper remedy is likely to be refusal of an injunction even
though a patent has been found to be valid and infringed and the implementer
has no licence.
(viii) The legal circumstances of this case differ from
assumed by the CJEU in a crucial respect. FRAND is
undertaking can be effectively enforced at the suit
irrespective of Article 102. The defendant does not need
a defence to the injunction claim. "

the circumstances
justiciable and the
of the defendant
Article 102 to have

Underpinning these conclusions, the judge's reasoning is also noteworthy. He said ([740][741]):
"I cannot read the judgment in [Huawei v ZTE] as drawing a bright
line whereby any deviation from the conditions set out in any
circumstances is necessarily an abuse of dominant position. That is
just not what the judgment as a whole says. …the most that the
CJEU is saying in paragraph 60 is that an action brought without
some kind of prior notice will be abusive. What amounts to a
sufficient notice in a given case ought to depend on the
circumstances.
More broadly, I am not persuaded that the CJEU in Huawei v ZTE
sought to set out a series of rigid predefined rules, compliance with
which is never abusive whereas deviation from which is always
abusive, all regardless of the circumstances. Abuse of dominance is
a serious matter and the court will have had well in mind that
circumstances can vary."
The judge concluded that Unwired Planet had not abused its dominant position through the
commencement of proceedings seeking an injunction.
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He also considered whether Unwired Planet had abused its dominant position through unfair
or excessive pricing and once again concluded that it had not. That is an issue beyond the
scope of a talk about patent law.
In short, despite four arguments to the contrary, the judge found that Unwired Planet had not
abused its dominant position in any respect in its conduct of the matter, FRAND negotiations,
or its multi-jurisdictional bundling.
Exclusive licence
I will deal very briefly with a technical point concerning licencing arising out of the case of
90
Illumina v Premaitha .
The issue in question regarded what constituted an exclusive licensee for the purposes of
section 130 of the Patents Act.
To cut a very long story short, the relevant provision of the licence ("PPA") in question
provided:
"On the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Sequenom, on
behalf of itself and its Affiliates, hereby grants to Illumina and its
Affiliates an exclusive, irrevocable and perpetual…, non-transferable
and non-assignable license…."
Within the definition section of the Agreement, the word "affiliate" was stated to mean, with
respect to a person, any other person directly or indirectly controlling, controlled by or under
common control with such person. For the purposes of this definition the term "control" was
stated to mean, with respect to any person, the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power
to direct or cause the direction of management policies of such Person, whether through the
ownership of voting securities or by contract or otherwise".
The judge accepted Illumina's evidence that it exercised de facto control over the activities of
various subsidiaries and affiliates including "Illumina Cambridge Limited". However, he
concluded ([254]):
"A licence is only exclusive under section 130(1) if it is granted to a
single person, although he may grant sublicenses to "persons
authorised by him". The PPA does not comply with this definition, as
it is a licence granted by the proprietor to a number of persons, even
though one of them is in de facto control of the others."
This simply concerns a form of words. The expression "affiliate" did not allow the licence
agreement to fall within the terms of section 130. Had the agreement talked about
subsidiaries or sublicensees, then the position may have been different. Also noteworthy in
Illumina v Premaitha were the judge's rulings that reservations in respect of non-commercial
purposes and academic research did not prevent a licence being 'exclusive' for the purposes
of section 130 in respect of commercial activities.
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Another point concerning section 130 arose in Oxford Nanopore Technologies v Pacific
91
Biosciences . I will not delve into the complex facts of the case, but merely allude to the
conclusions drawn by the judge, David Stone sitting as deputy High Court judge, in respect of
the meaning of "exclusive licence" in section 130(1), and therefore the requirements for a
licensee to have standing to sue under section 67(1). Following on from Henry Carr J's
judgment in Illumina v Premaitha and earlier authority, he drew the following propositions
([44]):
"(i) Whether or not a licence is an exclusive licence for the purposes of section 67(1)
of the Patents Act is a matter for English law.
(ii) A licence which purports to be an exclusive licence may not necessarily be so.
Identifying an exclusive licence depends on a proper construction of the document or
documents.
(iii) It is for the party asserting that it is an exclusive licensee to demonstrate that it is.
(iv) The assessment of whether or not a licence is exclusive is not a "once and for all
assessment". An exclusive licence may confer upon the patentee a power to convert
the licence into a non-exclusive licence.
(v) The essential element of an exclusive licence is that is a licence to the exclusion of
all other persons, including the patentee or applicant.
(vi) It is possible to have a plurality of exclusive licences in respect of any one patent.
(vii) But each exclusive licence may only be granted to one person – a licence will not
be exclusive if granted to a number of entities even if they are under the same control.
(viii) An exclusive licensee may grant sub-licences to "persons authorised by him".
(ix) There is a distinction to be drawn between a licence and an equitable right to call
for a licence.
(x) Where an equitable right to call for a licence is conditional…, the otherwise
exclusive licence will remain exclusive unless and until the contractual conditions are
fulfilled that enable the grant of the licence."
6

EMPLOYEE INVENTOR COMPENSATION
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The dispute between Shanks and Unilever (Shanks v Unilever ) is one of the longer running
episodes in the Patents Courts. This year there was further consideration by the Court of
Appeal.
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(Pat) (14 December 2017) David Stone
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The question at the heart of this case is that arising out of section 40 of the Patents Act. It is
whether a patent is, having regard among other things to the size and nature of the
employer's undertaking, of outstanding benefit to the employer, and that by reason of those
facts it is just that the employee should be awarded compensation to be paid by the employer.
What constitutes outstanding benefit? In the present case Unilever's central argument was
that the amount involved (somewhere between £70,000,000 and £33,000,000 depending on
the outcome of other issues) was simply dwarfed by the turnover and profits of the Unilever
group as a whole. Shanks categorised this as meaning that Unilever was "too big to pay".
So what was the correct approach? Lord Justice Patten LJ said ([28]):
"I accept [the] submission that "outstanding benefit" cannot be
determined simply by comparing the income generated by the patent
with the overall turnover and profitability of the employer's
undertaking. In particular, it cannot be necessary to show that the
financial benefit from the patent exceeds a particular percentage of
the total profits of the undertaking. In the case of a group like
Unilever, that would exclude most patents even if the profits they
generated where by any other standards exceptional.
But a
straightforward comparison of profitability may be sufficient, in the
case of a much smaller company, to satisfy the test of outstanding
benefit without recourse to a much wider consideration of the scope
of the employee's duties and the expectations which the employer
may be taken to have had about the level of return it would normally
expect to see generated from its average research programme. The
figures may in some cases be sufficient to speak for themselves. "
One specific issue which had persisted through all the incarnations of the case relates to the
"time value" of money. Shanks' argument here was that Unilever had had the benefit of the
substantial profits raised as a result of his invention for a considerable period of time, and
could have done more with that money, pursuing further research projects which may have
become highly profitable, or making more basic investments. This was dealt with most
succinctly in the judgment of Briggs LJ who said ([71]):
"…where the analysis and quantification of the benefit of the invention
to the employer depends either totally or partly upon the money
received from its exploitation, the enquiry ought usually to be directed
to the amounts actually received, at the time when they were
received, and that the use to which the employer subsequently put
those receipts should not be taken into account."
7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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So I come to the end of my 20 Annual Review, and I could hardly have asked for a more
significant development to mark the occasion than the introduction into UK law, at last, of a
doctrine of equivalents.
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This is particularly appropriate in the context of these annual reviews because, right from the
start, I stated in open terms that I believed this was the right approach. I always thought that
the Improver decision was wrong, and I looked enviously upon the Atlantic as the USA
93
perfected its own position in the Warner-Jenkinson case.
I was encouraged by the approach of the then Mr Justice Neuberger in 2001 and cheered on
Laddie J, later Professor Sir Hugh Laddie, as he pointed out the absurdity of brushing aside
the amendment to the Protocol on the Interpretation of Article 69 as if it meant nothing.
I was then downcast by the seemingly definitive judgment of Lord Hoffmann in Kirin-Amgen.
His approach seemed to me to be at the end of the story.
However, Lord Neuberger bided his time and, as the final whistle approached on his career,
he converted his last chance to restore his, and my, preferred position.
It is not universally popular, and in some respects it raises as many questions as it answers.
However, I think we will come to see that it has an internal logic which was always missing
from the so-called "Protocol questions".
In other respects the world of patents just flows on. During the last 20 years we have seen a
high tide of obviousness, where it appeared that nothing could survive the scrutiny of the
London Patents Court. Then the waters receded after the House of Lords, as it then was,
94
intervened in Conor v Angiotech . If I have a major worry now, it is that the tide is coming
back in. The approach of the judges to issues like "obvious to try" and document searches by
the notional skilled team seems to be taking us back towards a position where an inventive
step is required to be more of an inventive leap.For a number of years now I have speculated
as to whether maybe next year, I would be reporting on the first cases in the Unified Patents
Court. Frankly, I give up. We had a "remain-leaning" IP Minister in the shape of Jo Johnson.
I know pretty much nothing about Sam Gyimah, except that he did campaign for the UK to
remain in the EU, so might support the UPC? We shall see, and we shall wait to see what the
German constitutional court has to say in due course. Perhaps this will be the year? Perhaps
not.
I think you will have got a pretty clear picture by now that choosing the 2017 Judge of the
Year was not a difficult or protracted process.
What a way to go! Lord Neuberger is fully deserving of this accolade – his second win in four
years. Not only has he courageously taken on almost the entire patent establishment to set
out a revolutionary change in UK Patent Law, but he has done so in a brief, readable, and
extremely well written judgement which flows logically and straightforwardly and will, in my
view, be difficult to challenge.
Back in the days when I used to buy boxes of fireworks for home display, there was
commonly a simple instruction on individual fireworks which read:
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Warner-Jenkinson Co. Inc. v Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17 (1997), which elaborated on the
statement of the principle in Graver Tank & Manufacturing Co Inc v Linde Air Products Co 339 US 605, 607
(1950)
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"light the blue touch paper, then retire"
Bravo Lord Neuberger. You have retired in great style!
Gordon Harris
with Ailsa Carter
January 2018
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